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1
Introduction
The recent Nobel Prize assigned to Paul Krugman “for his analysis of trade
patterns and location of economic activity” witnesses the important role that
the scientific community gives to the insights of the so-called New Economic
Geography (NEG) literature. This field of economic analysis has always been
particularly appealing to policy makers, given the direct link between its re-
sults and regional policy rules. For the same reason it is useful to deepen
the analysis of its most important outputs by testing the theoretical robust-
ness of some of its more relevant statements. This thesis tries to offer a
contribution in this direction by focusing on a particular sub-field of NEG
literature, the so-called New Economic Geography and Growth (NEGG) lit-
erature, having in Baldwin and Martin (2004) and Baldwin et. al (2004) the
most important theoretical syntheses. These two surveys collect and present
in an unified framework the works by Baldwin, Martin and Ottaviano (2001),
where capital is immobile and spillovers are localized, Martin and Ottaviano
(1999) where spillovers are global and capital is mobile. Other related papers
are Baldwin (1999) which introduces forward looking expectations in the so-
called Footloose capital model developed by Martin and Rogers (1995); Bald-
win and Forslid (1999) which introduces endogenous growth by means of a
q-theory approach; Baldwin and Forslid (2000) where spillovers are localized,
capital is immobile and migration is allowed. Some more recent developments
in the NEGG literature can be distinguished in two main strands. One takes
into consideration factor price differences in order to discuss the possibility
of a monotonic relation between agglomeration and integration (Bellone and
Maupertuis (2003) and Andres (2007)). The other one assumes firms hetero-
geneity in productivity (first introduced by Eaton and Kortum (2002) and
Melitz (2003)) in order to analyse the relationship between growth and the
spatial selection effect leading the most productive firms to move to larger
markets (see Baldwin and Okubo (2006) and Baldwin and Robert-Nicoud
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(2008). These recent developments are related to our work in introducing
some relevant departures from the standard model. Indeed this thesis de-
velops and extends the theoretical framework of New Economic Geography
theory along several routes.
In the third chapter of the thesis we develop a New Economic Geography
and Growth model which, by using a CES utility function in the second-stage
optimization problem, allows for expenditure shares in industrial goods to be
endogenously determined. The implications of our generalization are quite
relevant. In particular, we obtain the following novel results: 1) catastrophic
agglomeration may always take place, whatever the degree of market integra-
tion, provided that the traditional and the industrial goods are sufficiently
good substitutes; 2) the regional rate of growth is affected by the interregional
allocation of economic activities even in the absence of localized spillovers,
so that geography always matters for growth and 3) the regional rate of
growth is affected by the degree of market openness: in particular, depend-
ing on whether the traditional and the industrial goods are good or poor
substitutes, economic integration may be respectively growth-enhancing or
growth-detrimental.
In the fourth chapter of the thesis we build a New Economic Geography
and Growth model based on Baldwin, Martin and Ottaviano (2001) with
an additional sector producing Non-tradable goods (services). By assuming
intersectoral and localized knowledge spillovers from the innovation sector to
the service sector, we show that firms’ allocation affects regional real growth.
More precisely we assume that the unit labour requirements (and thereby
the prices) in the service production are a negative function of the output of
innovation, i.e. the stock of knowledge capital. Due to this new specification,
real growth rates in the two regions always diverge when the firms allocation
pattern differs from the symmetric one. This result is a novelty in the stan-
dard theoretical NEGG literature where regional gap in real growth rate is
always zero. Moreover, this result has strong policy implications because it
suggests that concentrating industries in only one region may also bring a
dynamic loss for the periphery. By analyzing the trade-off between the dy-
namic gains of agglomeration (due to localized intertemporal spillovers) and
the dynamic loss of agglomeration (due to localized intersectoral spillovers),
we also discuss different notions of optimal level of agglomeration.
The thesis will proceed as follows: in the chapters one and two we describe
the state of the art in New Economic Geography and its further developments
such as the New Economic Geography and Growth, the possibility of a mono-
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tonic relation between agglomeration and integration, and finally the firms
heterogeneity in New Economic Geography models. Instead in chapters three
and four we present our original contribution to the theory, i.e. the analysis
of endogenous expenditure shares and intersectoral knowledge spillovers on
the agglomeration patterns and economic growth.
4
Part I
State of the Art
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Chapter 1
Overview of the New Economy
Geography Models
We will start the literature reviewby describing the three fundamental New
Economic Geography models: the core-periphery, the Footloose capital and
the Footloose entrepreneurs models as presented in Baldwin et al. (2004). As
it is widely know, the first version of the core-periphery model was elaborated
by Krugman (1991). Instead the footloose capital and entrepreneurs models
were developed respectively by Martin and Rogers (1995) and independently
by Ottaviano (1996) and Forslid (1999).
1.1 The Core-Periphery Model
The core-periphery model (Krugman, 1991) aims at explaining why regions
with similar underlying features develop in a very different way from the eco-
nomic point of view, as well as the mechanisms according to which the spatial
distribution of the economic activities changes as the integration between re-
gions goes further. Despite it’s limited tractability, the core-periphery model
is able to shed some light on the so-called agglomeration economies, defined
as the tendency of a spatial concentration of economic activity to create eco-
nomic conditions that foster the spatial concentration of economic activity.
The mechanics of the core-periphery model is led by three distinct effects.
The first is the market access effect due to the fact that firms tend to locate in
bigger markets. The second is the cost of living effect, that is given by the fact
that in the region where more firms are located the price of industrial varieties
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is cheaper due to transport costs. The last one is the market crowding effect,
consisting in the fact that the higher the number of firms in a region, the
fiercer will be the competition. The first two effects foster agglomeration of
economic activities, while the latter encourages their dispersion. Indeed when
trade costs are high the market crowding effect is stronger than the market
access and the cost of living effects. On the contrary when trade costs become
to fall the strenght of the market crowding effect weakens faster than the
market access and the cost of living effects thereby leading to agglomeration
following a mechanism of circular cumulative causality. Let’s see how it
works.
In the standard core-periphery model with capital immobility we have
that the reward of the mobile factor (i.e. workers’ wage) is spent locally,
thereby migration leads to expenditure shiftings, that in turn foster further
production shiftings because in the region where the expenditure is higher
firms gain more operating profits: this is the so-called demand-linked cir-
cular causality. Moreover production shiftings lead to expenditure shiftings
because if more firms are present in one region, there will be a lower price for
the consumers located in this region due to trade costs. Hence more workers
will be attracted in the region where the cost of the industrial varieties is
lower, so the cost shiftings will drive further production shiftings: this is the
so-called cost-linked circular causality.
1.1.1 Structure of the Model
In this model we have two production factors (the industrial workers H and
the agricultural workers L), and two sectors (industry M and agriculture A).
There are 2 regions (north and south) with equal preferences, technologies,
transport costs and initial endowments. The industrial sector works in Dixit-
Stiglitz monopolistic competition and every firm in it employs only industrial
workers as to produce its own output with constant return to scale. In
particular the production of a single variety requires a fixed input consisting
in F units of industrial workers, and a variable input consisting in aM units
of H for unit of output produced. So the cost function is w (F + aMx),
where w is the wage of the industrial workers and x is the output of a firm.
Instead the A sector produces an homogeneous good in perfect competition
under constant returns to scale employing only agricultural workers (L). More
precisely the sector uses aA units of L for producing a unit of product. The
representative consumer in each region has a utility function divided in two
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parts. The first part determines the division of the expenditure between
the agricultural good and the industrial varieties. The second part describes
the preferences of the consumer on the different industrial varieties. The
specific functional form of the first part is a Cobb-Douglas where the share
of expenditure in the industrial and agricultural sector is constant and is
equal to µ and 1− µ respectively. The functional form of the second part is
a CES, with constant elasticity of substitution 1/σ.
1.1.2 Law of Motion of Workers
The world distribution of workers Lw is symmetric, so the initial endowment
of each region is Lw/2. Also the initial distribution of industrial workers Hw
at the world level is symmetric , but while the agricultural work is immo-
bile, the industrial work can migrate between regions, so its distribution is
endogenous. The migration follows the law:
s˙H = (ω − ω∗) sH (1− sH) , sH ≡ H
Hw
, ω =
w
P
, ω∗ =
w∗
P ∗
(1.1)
where sH is the share of the industrial workers located in the north, H
is the total quantity of workers in the north, w and w∗ are the wages of the
industrial workers in both regions, while ω and ω∗ are the corresponding real
wages.
The wages are a measure of the utility of workers, so the workers migrate
in the region that gives them a higher utility level.
1.1.3 Mechanism of Agglomeration
The first important force in the model leading agglomeration is the demand-
linked circular causality that derives from the market-access effect. The fol-
lowing equations that we are going to present show how the forces deter-
mined by the market-access effect reinforce themselves. The first expression
describes the reward for a firm. Given that we are in monopolistic compe-
tition (Dixit and Stiglitz, 1977), the equilibrium operating profits are given
by the value of the product sold multiplied by σ. Moreover, for starting to
produce a new variety is necessary one unit of capital, so nw = Kw. Then
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we can express the profits like this:
pi =
µ
σ
Ew
Kw
(
w1−σsE
snw1−σ + (1− sn)φ (w∗)1−σ
+
φ(1− sE)w1−σ
snφw1−σ + (1− sn) (w∗)1−σ
)
(1.2)
in which sE =
E
Ew
is the share of expenditure in the north, while (1− sE) =
E∗
Ew
is the share of expenditure in the south. At the same time sn =
n
nw
is
the share of firms possessed by the north, while (1− sn) = n∗nw is the one
possessed by the south. Finally we have φ that represents the freeness of
trade , that is the inverse of the transportation costs. If φ is equal to 1 we
have full freeness of trade so transportation costs equal zero, if φ equals 0
there is no trade. The other important equation in our model is the one
representing the northern expenditure share:
sE = (1− µ)
(
sL +
wHw
wLLw
sH
)
(1.3)
here sL =
L
Lw
= 1/2 in the symmetric equilibrium. In this equation sL is
the share of agricultural workers in the north and wL is the wage in the
agricultural sector in the north. This expression tells us that the share of
expenditure in the north is an average of L and H. In fact if starting in the
symmetric case a small migration from the north to the south determines an
increase in sE and a decrease in (1− sE), because the wage is spent where
is earned. So northern market grows while southern market decreases. In
presence of transport costs the firms would prefer to locate in the bigger
market (market-access effect), because an higher expenditure means more
profits, so the increase in expenditure determined by migration will induce
an higher level of production.
This mechanism is self-reinforcing because when the firms move to north
they will also bring a small number of workers, whose wage will be spent in
the new region, so an increase in production leads to an increase in expen-
diture. The point is that an expenditure increase in a region determines a
relocation of firms more than proportional in order to keep valid the zero-
profit condition: this is the Home-Market Effect (Krugman, 1980). Given
the more than proportional increase in the number of workers, we have that
more production leads to even more expenditure.
The second agglomeration force considered is the cost-linked circular
causality. To describe this force we specify in a better way the definition
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of real wage. Let’s see the first:
ω =
w
P
, P ≡ p1−µA (∆nw)−a , ∆ ≡
∫ nw
i=0
p1−σi di
nw
, a ≡ µ
σ − 1 (1.4)
where w is the real wage and P is the price index. Observing the definition
of real wage and the law of motion of workers (0.1) we have the explanation
of the circular causality mechanism. In case of symmetry a small migration
of workers from south to north gives an increase in H and a decrease in H∗,
determining a higher share of firms in the north sn. If these firms sell locally
the varieties produced they do not incur in transport costs, so if n increases
the price index decreases in the north and increases in the south (cost of
living effect). But a lower price index in the north means a higher real wage,
leading other people to move to the north thereby causing a new increase in
sn.
The last force considered is dispersion force: the market-crowding dis-
persion force. Let’s consider once again the expression for the profits of a
firm:
pi =
µ
σ
Ew
Kw
(
w1−σsE
snw1−σ + (1− sn)φ (w∗)1−σ
+
φ(1− sE)w1−σ
snφw1−σ + (1− sn) (w∗)1−σ
)
(1.5)
A migration of workers from south to the north gives an increase in sn. This
will lead to more competition in the local market so less profits, thereby the
wage paid by the firms to the workers will be lower, driving back the workers
to the other region.
1.1.4 Local Stability Analysis
The core equation in the core periphery model is the following:
s˙H = sH (1− sH) Ω [sH ] ,Ω = ω − ω∗
where Ω [sH ] describes the relation between sH and the real wage gap.
If we linearize this equation around the steady-state s◦H , we can check the
coefficient of sH . If is negative, the system is locally stable, while if is positive,
the system is locally unstable. The linearization yields:
sH =
(
s◦H (1− s◦H)
dΩ [s◦H ]
dsH
+ (1− 2s◦H) Ω [s◦H ] (sH − s◦H)
)
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the system is clearly stable at the symmetric outcome if
d (ω − ω∗) /dsH < 0. Then qualitative features and the long run equilibria of
the core periphery model can be observed in the so-called tomahawk diagram
(figure 1) that plots the share of laborers in the north sH against the freeness
of trade φ.
Figure 1.1: Tomahawk Diagram for the core periphery Model
The solid lines represent the stable equilibria, while the dashed lines rep-
resent the unstable equilibria. As we can see the symmetric equilibrium
looses its stability when the level of freeness of trade is beyond a level called
break point φB, while the CP equilibrium becomes stable after another level
of freeness of trade: the sustain point φS. It is possible to show that under
a no-black-hole-condition 1 > aσ the break point comes before the sustain
point. There are at most five equilibria: two CP outcomes (stable), one sym-
metric outcome (stable) and two interior asymmetric equilibria (unstable).
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Moreover, in the range of freeness of trade between the break and the sustain
point there are three stable equilibria that overlap.
1.1.5 Global Stability Analysis
For checking the global stability of these model the authors use the standard
Liapunov method. Let’s see the logic: if we have a steady-state (x∗, y∗) of a
planar system of differential equations like
x˙ = x (A−By)
y˙ = y (Dx− C)
let F be a function of two variables which has a strict local minimum at
(x∗, y∗). Considering the derivative:(
F˙ (x, y) =
ϑF
ϑx
(x, y) · f (x, y) + ϑF
ϑy
(x, y) · g (x, y)
)
if F˙ (x, y) < 0 then (x∗, y∗) is an asymptotically stable equilibrium, oth-
erwise the system is unstable.
The stability of the system in the symmetric equilibrium’s ‘basin of attrac-
tion’ can be checked choosing the function
(
sn − 12
)2
/2. Using this function
the system is clearly stable, in fact F =
(
sn − 12
)
sn < 0.
Instead the stability of the system in the Core Periphery equilibrium’s
‘basin of attraction’ can be checked defining the function (sn − 1)2 /2. Also
in this case the system is stable.
1.2 The Footloose Capital Model
The biggest problem of the core-periphery model is that it is not analytically
solvable because the expressions of wages and prices involve powers non-
integer hence cannot be solved as explicit functions of the spatial distribution
of economic activities. This caveat led Martin and Rogers (1995) to introduce
the so-called footloose capital model, where firms are assumed to migrate in
search of the highest operating profits. However, despite it’s tractability,
the footloose capital model does not display the demand- and cost-linked
circular causality present in the core-periphery model, hence possibility of
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agglomeration is ruled out. Indeed if capital mobility is assumed the reward
of the mobile factor (in this case firms’ profits) is spent not in the region
where capital is employed, but in the region where the owners of capital live.
Thus we have to distinguish the share of capital owned by residents of a given
region (say north) sK = K/K
W from the share of the capital employed in
the same region sn = n/n
w. Assuming that profits are repatriated rules out
demand-linked and cost-linked circular causality because capital movements
lead to production shifting that are not followed by expenditure shifting (thus
the demand-linkage is cut), and the price index is irrelevant with respect to
the location of the capital (thus the cost-linkage is cut).
1.2.1 The Basic Structure
The basic structure of the footloose capital model is similar to the one of
the core periphery model. In fact we have two regions: north and south;
two sectors: manufacture and agriculture; two production factors: labor and
capital. The two regions are perfectly symmetric in terms of tastes, pref-
erences and endowment. In fact the industrial sector exhibits monopolistic
competition, increasing returns and iceberg trade costs. On the contrary the
agricultural sector produces an homogeneous good in perfect competition
and constant returns to scale, and its output is shipped without any cost.
Between the footloose capital and the core periphery model there are some
differences. One of them is the assumption about the mobility of factors: in
fact in the footloose capital model the two production factor are labor L and
physical capital K, and its assumed that the capital can migrate between
regions. Moreover is assumed that the reward of the mobile factor (in this
case capital) is spent not in the region where capital is used, but in the region
where the owners of capital live. Another difference between the two models
concerns the technology of production of the industrial sector. In fact the
cost function of an industrial firm is not homothetic in the sense that the
factor intensity of the fixed differs from the factor intensity of the variable
cost. Each industrial firm requires one unit of capital K as a fixed cost to
start the production and am units of labor for producing a unit of output.
So the cost function is
pi + wLamx
where pi is the profit, wL is the wage and x is the output produced.
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1.2.2 Law of Motion of Capital
Also in this model the inter-regional factor flow is governed by an ad hoc
equation:
s˙n = (pi − pi∗)(1− sn)sn
Physical capital migrates in response to a change in the higher nominal
reward instead of the higher real reward. This because the reward of capital
is spent in the owner’s region without taking into account where the capital
is employed, so there is no influence of the price index.
1.2.3 Market Access Effect and Market-Crowding Ef-
fect
The first expression that we consider is the mobile factor reward: as we
have shown above under Dixit-Stiglitz monopolistic competition the operat-
ing profits are given by the value of sales divided by σ, that is the elasticity of
substitution between varieties. So we have pi = px
σ
. Hence, using the demand
function and the mill pricing we can express the capital reward as:
pi =
µ
σ
E∗
K∗
[
sE
sn + φ(1− sn) + φ
(
s∗E
φsn + 1− sn
)]
in which Ew is the world expenditure while sE and s
∗
E are the northern
and southern share of it.
Another important expression is the one relating the expenditure share
in the with the share of firms and capital in the north:
sE = (1− µ
σ
)sL +
µ
σ
sK
in which sL ≡ LLw and sK ≡ KKw .
These two equations express the reward of capital in the two regions as
functions of the spatial distribution of firms (sn), workers (sL), and capital
owners.1
As shown by Ottaviano (2001) the profit differential is zero/positive/negative
when the right hand side of the following expression is zero/positive/negative:
1It is assumed that each owner can possess only one unit of capital.
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sgn(pi − pi∗) = (1− φ)sgn
{
(1 + φ)(sE − 1
2
)− (1− φ)(sn − 1
2
)
}
In case of total freeness of trade (φ = 1) the profit of the firm in the
two region is equal, so we do not have relocation. Instead if the trade is
not perfectly free (φ < 1) we have that the location decision of a firm is
determined by the interaction of two opposite forces: the market access effect
and the market crowding effect.
The first term of the equation in curly brackets is the market access effect
that shows how the spatial distribution of expenditure affects the spatial
distribution of firms. Given that (φ < 1) we have that (1 + φ), so its an
advantage for the firms to locate in the larger market.
The second term in curly brackets is the market-crowding effect that
shows the market disadvantage of being in the region with a larger number
of firms, given that −(1− φ) is negative.
1.2.4 Local Stability Analysis
The footloose capital model is very simple from an analytical point of view,
so is not difficult to find algebraically the break point, that is the level of
transport costs at which the symmetric equilibrium becomes unstable, and
the sustain point, that is the level of transport costs at which the core-
periphery equilibrium becomes stable.
For checking the local stability we differentiate the gap in the profit for
a firm in the two regions pi − pi∗ with respect to the symmetric equilibrium
sn = sn =
1
2
:
d(pi − pi∗) = 4µ
σ
(
1− φ
1 + φ
)dsE − 4µ
σ
(
1− φ
1 + φ
)2dn
where dsE = ϑsE/ϑsndn. Since capital owners are immobile and profits
are repatriated, we have ϑsE/ϑsn = 0. Consequently the symmetric equi-
librium is stable as long as the trade is not perfectly free. We do not have
expenditure-shiftings but only market-crowding effect.
Now we investigate the stability of the northern core-periphery deriving
the profit gap at sn = 1 :
pi − pi∗ = −µ
σ
(1− φ)2
2φ
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is clear that the sustain point in the footloose capital model is φ = 1. So there
will be a tendency in the model to move from the core-periphery outcome to
the symmetric one.
In fact, as shown in the tomahawk diagram (figure 2), the model has one
interior symmetric equilibrium at sn =
1
2
and two core-periphery equilibria
at sn = 0 and at sn = 1. Furthermore the system is always stable for all
φ up to φ = 1, and sustain and break point coincide. Moreover we have
that the system does not have overlapping equilibria, so there is no room
for issues like indeterminacy driven by rational expectation and self-fulfilling
prophecies .
Figure 1.2: Tomahawk Diagram for the Footloose Capital Model
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1.3 The Footloose Entrepreneur Model
The footloose entrepreneur model can be seen as a mixture between the core
periphery model and the footloose capital model. Indeed the main assump-
tion of the model is that to start the production a firm needs one unit of
human capital that is the entrepreneur. Then when the firm relocates to
another region, moves with its own entrepreneur. Alike the core periphery
model we have migration driven by real wage differences, giving the possibil-
ity of a demand-linked and cost-linked circular causality. For instance when
the reward of the mobile factor is spent where it is earned, we have expendi-
ture shiftings that yields production shiftings that produce other expenditure
shiftings. Likewise, since the mobile factor migrates in response of changes in
the real wage, we have that production shiftings influences the cost-of-living
via the price index inducing further migration. So the two forms of circular
causality are the same as of the core periphery model, thus also the main
features of the two models are analogous. But the footloose entrepreneur
model resembles also the footloose capital model in its assumptions so in its
tractability. In fact the footloose capital model is tractable because there is
the possibility to express in closed form the equilibrium condition for reward
to the mobile factor, because is assumed that the mobile factor itself is used
only in the fixed part of the cost necessary to produce an industrial variety.
1.3.1 The Law of Motion of Entrepreneurs
The assumption of the footloose entrepreneur model are almost the same as
the core periphery model, so we do not repeat them. We just specify that
workers are not interregional mobile but are equally located between the two
regions, then L = L∗ = LW/2. Instead the location of the mobile factor
H, that are the entrepreneurs, is endogenous. The entrepreneurs migrate in
response to the difference in the real wage, so in the indirect utility difference,
according to the following law of migration:
s˙H = (ω − ω∗)sH(1− sH)
where sH ≡ H/HW is the share of entrepreneurs in the north, in which
H is the northern stock of entrepreneurs and Hw is the world total stock.
Moreover, ω and ω∗ are the northern and southern real wages for H.
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1.3.2 Local Stability Analysis
Let’s take into account the indirect utility function for a typical northern
entrepreneur that are ω and ωL:
ω =
w
P
, ω∗ =
wL
P
, P ≡ p1−µA (∆nw), ∆ ≡
(∫ nw
i=0
p1−σi di
)
/nw, a ≡ µ
σ − 1
in which w is the northern wage for entrepreneur and wL is its southern
correspondent, while P is the well known price index. From here we can
define our location condition as
ω = ω∗, 0 < sn < 1
If we differentiate this condition with respect to sn at the symmetric
equilibrium sn = 1/2 we have that the system looses its stability for values
of freeness of trade beyond the break point:
φB =
(
1− b
1 + b
)(
1− a
1 + a
)
As we know the break point is decreasing in µ and increasing in σ, so the
range of transport cost for the system for loosing its stability at the sym-
metric equilibrium strictly depends on the expenditure share in manufacture.
Furthermore, a decreasing in σ has the opposite effect because it implies a
lower markup so lower agglomeration forces.
For checking the stability of the core-periphery equilibrium we define
the combination of sE and sn from which the log real wage gap is zero:
Ω ≡ ln(ω/ω∗) = 0. Then we evaluate this for sn = 0 or sn = 1, then after
many transformations we can implicitly define the sustain level of trade costs
φS as the lowest root of:
1 = (φS)a(
1 + b
2
φS +
1− b
2φS
)
We can describe our results in the tomahawk diagram (figure 3):
As we can see, for levels of freeness of trade below the sustain point φ <
φS, the only stable equilibrium is the symmetric one. Instead, for levels
of freeness of trade beyond the break point φ > φB we have three steady
states: the symmetric one and the two core-periphery, even if only the two
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Figure 1.3: Tomahawk Diagram for the footloose entrepreneur Model
core-periphery are stable. Finally with φS < φ < φB there are five steady
states: the two core-periphery (stable), two interior asymmetric (unstable)
and one symmetric unstable. So we have that the core periphery and the
footloose entrepreneur model display the same behavior for what concerns
the equilibrium and the local and global stability properties. Moreover these
two models show the same implications for what concerns the indeterminacy
of equilibria determined by forward-looking migration.
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1.4 Conclusions
In this chapter we presented the three pivotal New Economic Geography: the
core-periphery model (Krugman, 1991), the footloose capital model (Martin
and Rogers, 1995) and the footloose entrepreneur model (Ottaviano, 1996
and Forslid, 1999). The three models diplay different assumptions in terms
of factor mobility as well as different outcomes and degrees of analytical
tractability. Concerning the assumptions about the mobility of factors we
have that in the core periphery model workers are assumed to migrate in
response to wage differences, while in the footloose capital model the mobile
factor consists in firms looking for the higher operating profits, and finally
in the footloose entrepreneur model firms shift region together with the en-
trepreneurs as each firm needs a unit of knowledge capital (embodied in
the entrepreneur) in order to start producing a new variety. Regarding the
outcomes of the model, the core periphery and the footloose entrepreneurs
models display a circular cumulative causality mechanism leading to agglom-
eration, while in the footloose capital model demand- and cost-linked circular
causality is ruled out by the assumption that the capital reward is repatriated.
Indeed in the core periphery and in the footloose capital models the reward
of the mobile factor is spent locally hence expenditure shiftings determine
production shifting. Moreover the mobile factor shifts region responding to
changes in the real wages, hence production shiftings foster migration that in
turn determines further expenditure shiftings, thereby feedbacking the mech-
anism. Finally concerning the degrees of analytical tractability we have that
the footloose capital and the footloose entrepreneur models allow for closed
forms for the equilibrium conditions because in the footloose capital model
the rewards of the mobile factor (firms profits) are assumed to be repatriated
whilst in the footloose entrepreneur model it is assumed that the mobile fac-
tor itself is used only in the fixed part of the cost necessary to produce an
industrial variety. By contrast in the core periphery model the expressions
of wages and prices involve powers non integer hence cannot be solved as
explicit functions of the spatial distribution of economic activities.
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Chapter 2
Further Developments in New
Economic Geography
In this chapter we will present some recent developments of the New Eco-
nomic Geography literature. First we will describe the New Economic Ge-
ography and Growth approach (inter alias, Baldwin, Martin and Ottaviano
(2001)), in which endogenous growth is added to a version of Krugman’s cel-
ebrated core-periphery model (Krugman 1991). Second we will present the
two more recent strands of the literature: one which takes into consideration
factor price differences in order to discuss the possibility of a monotonic rela-
tion between agglomeration and integration (Bellone and Maupertuis 2003,
Andres 2007). The other one which assumes firms heterogeneity in produc-
tivity (first introduced by Eaton and Kortum (2002) and Melitz (2003)) in
order to analyse the relationship between growth, spatial selection and trade
openness (Baldwin and Okubo 2006, Baldwin and Robert-Nicoud 2008).
2.1 New Economic Geography and Endoge-
nous Growth
2.1.1 Geography and Growth Stages
The pivotal New Economic Geography and Growth model is the one de-
veloped by Baldwin, Martin and Ottaviano (2001). The most important
feature of the model and the source of its most novel results is the introduc-
tion, in a core-periphery setting, of endogenous growth a` la Romer (1990)
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taking the form of intertemporal localized knowledge spillovers. Thanks to
this departure we have that the cost of innovation is minimized when the
whole manufacturing sector is agglomerated. In this case in fact innovating
firms have a higher incentive to invest in new units of knowledge capital with
respect to a situation in which manufacture firms are scattered along the
two regions. Thereby the rate of growth is maximized in the core-periphery
configuration. Baldwin, Martin and Ottaviano (2001) give also a theoretical
explanation of four industrial revolution stages of growth. In the first stage
trade costs are high and the industry is internationally dispersed. In the sec-
ond stage trade costs begin to fall and north industrializes and grows rapidly.
In the third stage, with low trade costs high growth and global divergence
become self-sustainable, while in the forth stage, when the trade cost of ideas
falls, south converges.
The structure of the economy
In the analysis are assumed two regions symmetric in terms of technology,
preferences, transport costs and initial endowments. Each region is endowed
with two production factors: labor L and capitalK. Three production sectors
are active in each region: modern (manufacture)M , traditional (agriculture)
T and a capital producing sector I. Labor is assumed to be immobile across
regions but mobile across sectors within the same region. The Traditional
good is freely traded between regions whilst manufacture is subject to iceberg
trade costs1 (Samuelson, 1954). For the sake of simplicity the authors focus
on the northern region2.
The manufactures are produced under Dixit-Stiglitz monopolistic compe-
tition (Dixit and Stiglitz, 1977) and enjoy increasing returns to scale: firms
face a fixed cost in terms of knowledge capital. In fact it is assumed that for
producing a variety is required a unit of knowledge interpreted as a blueprint,
an idea, a new technology, a patent, or a machinery. Moreover firms face a
variable cost aM in terms of labor. Thereby the cost function is pi + waIxi,
where pi is the rental rate of capital, w is the wage rate and aM are the unit
of labor necessary to produce a unit of output xi.
Each region’s K is produced by its I-sector which produces one unit of
K with aI unit of labor. So the production and marginal cost function for
1It is assumed that a portion of the good traded melts in transit.
2Unless differently stated, the southern expressions are isomorphic
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the I-sector are, respectively
K˙ = QK =
LI
aI
(2.1)
F = waI (2.2)
Note that this unit of capital in equilibrium is also the fixed cost F of
the manufacturing sector. As one unit of capital is required to start a new
variety, the number of varieties and of firms at the world level is simply equal
to the capital stock at the world level: K + K∗ = Kw. We denote n and
n∗ as the number of firms located in the north and south respectively. As
one unit of capital is required per firm it is clear that: n + n∗ = nw = Kw.
However, depending on the assumptions made on capital mobility, the stock
of capital produced and owned by one region may or may not be equal to
the number of firms producing in that region. In the case of capital mobility,
the capital may be produced in one region but the firm that uses this capital
unit may be operating in another region. Hence, when capital is mobile, the
number of firms located in one region is generally different from the stock of
capital owned by this region.
To individual I-firms, the innovation cost aI is a parameter. However,
following Romer (1990), endogenous and sustained growth is provided by
assuming that the marginal cost of producing new capital declines (i.e., aI
falls) as the sector’s cumulative output rises. In our specification, learn-
ing spillovers are assumed to be localized. The cost of innovation can be
expressed as
aI =
1
AKw
(2.3)
where A ≡ θK+λ (1− θK), 0 < λ < 1 measures the degree of globalisation
of learning spillovers and θK = K/K
w is the share of firms allocated in the
north. The south’s cost function is isomorphic, that is, F ∗ = w∗/KwA∗
where A∗ = λθK + 1 − θK . For the sake of simplicity in the model version
examined, capital depreciation is ignored3.
Because the number of firms, varieties and capital units is equal, the
growth rate of the number of varieties is therefore
g ≡ K˙
K
; g∗ ≡ K˙
∗
K∗
(2.4)
3See Baldwin (2000) and Baldwin et al. (2004) for similar analysis with depreciation
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Finally, the T -sector produces a homogenous good in perfect competition
and constant returns to scale. By choice of units, one unit of T is made with
one unit of L. The infinitely-live representative consumer’s optimization
is carried out in three stages. In the first stage the agent intertemporally
allocates consumption between expenditure and savings. In the second stage
she allocates expenditure betweenM- and T-goods, while in the last stage she
allocates manufacture expenditure across varieties. The preferences structure
of the infinitely-live representative agent are given by:
Ut =
∫ ∞
t=0
e−ρt lnQtdt
Qt = ln
(
CαMC
1−α
T
)
(2.5)
CM =
[∫ K+K∗
i=0
c
1−1/σ
i di
] 1
1−1/σ
(2.6)
As a result of the intertemporal optimization program, the path of con-
sumption expenditure E across time is given by the standard Euler equation:
E˙
E
= r − ρ (2.7)
with the interest rate r satisfying the no-arbitrage-opportunity condition
between investment in the safe asset and capital accumulation:
r =
pi
F
+
F˙
F
(2.8)
where pi is the rental rate of capital and F its asset value which, due to
perfect competition in the I-sector, is equal to its marginal cost of production.
In the second stage of the utility maximization the agent chooses how
to allocate the expenditure between M- and the T- good according to the
following optimization program:
max
CM ,CT
Qt = ln
(
CαMC
1−α
T
)
(2.9)
s.t. E = PMCM + pTCT
The objective function is:
L : ln
(
CαMC
1−α
T
)
+ η (E − PMCM − pTCT )
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Yielding the following demand functions:
CM = α
E
PM
CT = (1− α) E
pT
where pT is the price of the Traditional good and PM =
[∫ K+K∗
i=0
pi
1−σ
] 1
1−σ
is the Dixit-Stiglitz price index. It is clear that the shares of expenditure in
the three types of goods are constant.
Finally, in the third stage, the amount of M− goods expenditure αE is
allocated across varieties according to the a CES demand function for a typi-
calM variety cj =
p−σj
P 1−σM
αE, where pj is variety j’s consumer price. Free trade
in traditional good implies that its price is equal between regions. Moreover
it is assumed no-specialization and perfect competition, hence wages are also
equal between regions. Thus th T-good can be taken as a numeraire so wages
and prices in both regions are tied to unity: pT = p
∗
T = w = w
∗ = 1.
Concerning the M-sector, since wages are uniform and all varieties’ de-
mands have the same constant elasticity σ, firms’ profit maximization yields
local and export prices that are identical for all varieties no matter where they
are produced: p = waM
σ
σ−1 . Then, by imposing the normalization aM =
σ−1
σ
:
p = w = 1
By iceberg import barriers, prices for markets abroad are higher:
p∗ = τp; τ ≥ 1
and by CES demand function for variety:
pi = B
(
αEw
σKw
)
=
αEw
σKw
[
θE
θK + φ (1− θK) +
φ (1− θE)
φθK + 1− θK
]
, θE =
E
Ew
where Ew = E +E∗ is world expenditure, θE is north’s share of expenditure
and φ = τ 1−σ is the freeness of trade going from 0 (prohibitive cost) to 1
(costless trade).
The market clearing condition for the M-good implies the value of pro-
duction αM(LM + L
∗
M) to be equal to expenditure αE
w. Same thing for the
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T-good where the expenditure is given by (1− α)Ew and the world sup-
ply is (LT + L
∗
T ). At world level labor market clearing condition implies
2L = (LT + L
∗
T ) + (LM + L
∗
M) + (LI + L
∗
I), and by using M- and T-good
market clearing condition:
Ew =
σ
σ − α (2L− LI − L
∗
I)
where labor employed in innovation is equal to income minus consumption
(investment):
LI = L+ piK − E
The dynamic system describing the evolution of the economy is given by two
Euler equations (one for each region) and a capital law of motion:
E˙
E
=
α
µ
Ew (AB −BsK − λB∗ (1− sK))− L (1 + λ) + (λE∗ + E)− ρ
E˙∗
E∗
=
α
µ
Ew (A∗B∗ − λBsK −B∗ (1− sK))− L (1 + λ) + (λE∗ + E)− ρ
s˙K = sK (1− sK)
(
LIaI
sK
− L
∗
Ia
∗
I
1− sK
)
=
(
(1− sK)
(
L+
α
σ
EwBsK − E
)
A− sK
(
L+
α
σ
EwB∗ (1− sK)− E∗
)
A∗
)
The Long-Run Equilibrium
In the long run equilibium E˙ = E˙∗ = θ˙K = 0. The capital law of motion
implies only two kinds of steady states: either both regions innovate at the
same rate g¯ (interior outcome) or only one region does so (core-periphery
outcome, i.e. θK ≡ 0, 1). For what concerns the steady state expenditure
level, labor income should be equal to the current value of the steady state
wealth:
E¯ = L+ ρ
θ¯K
A¯
E¯∗ = L+ ρ
1− θ¯K
A¯∗
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The steady states values of θK are three:
θ¯K =
1
2
, θ¯K =
1
2
[
1±
√(
1 + λ
1− λ
)(
1 + λΛ
1− λΛ
)]
Λ =
{
1− 2ρφ (1− λφ)
[λ (1 + φ2)− 2φ]L
}
The first one is an interior symmetric equilibrium while the other two are
interior non-symmetric steady states. The threshold in trade costs for the
symmetric equilibrium to loose its stability is given by:
φB =
[L (1 + λ) + ρ]−
√
(1− λ2) [(1 + λ) + ρ]2 + λ2ρ2
λ [L (1 + λ) + 2ρ]
For this level of trade costs the second and third solution converge to 1/2
from above. Instead for levels of trade costs above another critical value:
φCP =
2L+ ρ−
√
(2L+ ρ)2 − 4λ2L (L+ ρ)
2λ (L+ ρ)
The second solution is imaginary and the third exceeds unity: hence for
this level of trade costs the core-periphery equilibrium becomes stable. The
steady state level of labor employed in innovation is:
L¯I =
θ¯K
A¯
{
α
σ
[
2L+ ρ
(
θ¯K
A¯
+
1− θ¯K
A¯∗
)]
A¯B¯ − ρ
}
For the symmetric equilibrium:
L¯I = L¯
∗
I =
α (1 + λ)L− ρ (σ − α)
σ (1 + λ)
Instead in core in the north equilibrium:
L¯I =
α2L− ρ (σ − α)
σ
, L¯∗I = 0
Finally the steady state growth rate of capital is:
g¯ =
L¯I
[
θ¯K + λ
(
1− θ¯K
)]
θ¯K
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The Logic of Catastrophic Agglomeration
By using the Tobin’s q approach the equilibrium level of investment is given
by the equality between the replacement cost of capital PK and the stock
market value of a unit of capital V , which given in the two regions by:
V¯ =
pi
ρ+ g¯
, V¯ ∗ =
p¯i∗
ρ+ g¯
The M-sector free entry condition implies q = V/PK = 1, and the steady
states q are given by:
q¯ =
p¯i/(ρ+ g¯)
F¯
, q¯∗ =
p¯i∗/(ρ+ g¯)
F¯ ∗
In the model two kinds of circular causality emerge. A demand-linked cir-
cular causality, according to which production shiftings lead to expenditure
shiftings through the permanent income hypothesis. This in turn fosters
further production shiftings because in the region where the expenditure is
higher there is more incentive to invest in new firms. A cost-linked circular
causality, according to which production shiftings lead to expenditure shift-
ings because if more firms are present in one region, there will be a lower price
for the consumers. Hence more investments will be attracted in the region
where the cost of the industrial varieties is lower, so the cost shiftings will
drive further production shiftings. The only force contrasting agglomeration
is the market crowding effect, due to the fact that an increase in the share
of firms in a region decreases the profits hence Tobin’s q. We check the sta-
bility by investigating the impact of an increase of the share of firms on the
regional q¯’s ratio. The symmetric equilibrium is stable if ∂q¯/∂θK is negative,
because in this case southern Tobin’s q in the north falls while raising in the
south. By contrast if ∂q¯/∂θK is positive, the symmetric equilibrium becomes
instable. Differentiating Tobin’s q ratio with respect to θK yields:(
∂q¯/q¯∗
∂θK
)
|θ¯K=1/2
= 2
(
1− φ
1 + φ
)(
dθ¯E
dθK
)
|θ¯K=1/2
+
4
1 + λ
1 + φ2
(1 + φ)2
[
− (1− φ)2
1 + φ2
+ 1− λ
]
where dθ¯E/dθK = 2ρλ/ [L (1 + λ) + ρ] (1 + λ) . The first and third terms rep-
resent the destabilizing forces, the demand-linked and the growth-linked cir-
cular causality. The negative term is the market crowding effect and acts
as stabilizing force. Clearly the system is unstable for sufficiently low trade
costs, i.e. at some point the destabilizing forces are stronger than the stabi-
lizing one.
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Growth Stages
The CES price index for manufacturing the composite good CM is given in
the two regions by:
PM = K
w
1
1−σ
[θK + φ (1− θK)]
1
1−σ , P ∗M = K
w
1
1−σ
[φθK + 1− θK ]
1
1−σ
In the symmetric steady state θ¯E = θ¯K = 1/2 and the growth rate in the two
regions is:
Stage I : g¯ = g¯∗ =
α (1 + λ)L− ρ (σ − α)
σ
The real income is given the nominal one Y divided by the perfect consump-
tion price index P, hence:
g¯income = g¯
∗
income =
α2 (1 + λ)L− ρα (σ − α)
σ (σ − 1)
Clearly the growth rate raises with λ and α but falls ρ and σ. Finally the
rate of investment in steady state is:
Stage I :
L¯I
Y¯
=
α (1 + λ)L− ρ (σ − α)
(σ + α) (1 + λ)L+ αρ
The growth rate in the second stage (north take off) cannot be analytically
found, while in the third stage, when south does not innovate the growth
rate is:
StageIII : g¯ =
α2L− ρ (σ − α)
σ
Growth in core-periphery does no longer depend on spillovers and is common
to both regions. Moreover it is higher than the growth rate in the symmetric
equilibrium, hence geography matters for growth. The third stage northern
investment ratio is:
Stage III :
L¯I
Y¯
=
αL− ρ (σ − α)
(σ + α)L+ αρ
In the fourth stage of growth industry is fully agglomerated in the north
(θ¯K = 1). As λ starts to increase, it becomes profitable to innovate in the
south. So at some point the steady state q∗ :
q¯∗ = λ
(1 + φ2)L+ φ2ρ
(2L+ ρ)φ
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exceeds unity. The threshold in the cost of trading ideas for the core-
periphery equilibrium to loose its stability is:
λmir =
φ (2L+ ρ)
L (1 + φ2) + ρφ2
that is clearly rising with the freeness of trade φ. Hence when the cost of
trading ideas falls beyond a certain threshold industry starts to relocate to
south.
2.2 Monotonicity Between Agglomeration and
Integration
In a New Economic Geography framework there are two models displaying
a non-monotonic relation between integration and agglomeration in case of
labor immobility. One is presented by Puga (1999), who relying on the factor
price difference introduced in Krugman and Venables (1995), shows that in
the agglomerated region wages are higher than in the periphery, hence for
low enough trade costs the industrial firms can be incited to move back.
The other one is presented by Baldwin, Martin and Ottaviano (2001), who
rule out factor prices difference while showing that a U-shaped convergence
scenario may emerge due to fall in the cost of trading ideas.
2.2.1 Economic Integration and Regional Income In-
equalities
Bellone and Maupertuis (2003) contrast the possibility of a non-monotonic re-
lation between integration and agglomeration by removing the no-specialization
condition, allowing unequal wage trajectories to emerge and the share of ex-
penditure on manufacture to take all its range of values. Thanks to these
departures Bellone and Maupertuis (2003) are able to show that even in
case of wage gap industrial activities do not move back to periphery because
if knowledge is imperfectly localized a wage advantage cannot overcome an
innovative capabilities one.
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The Basic Model
In this models there are two regions, A and B and three sectors: innovative
I, industrial M and traditional T. Each region has identical consumer’s pref-
erences and is endowed with the same amount of labor force (LA and LB)
that can move freely among the sectors. The modern good is produced un-
der Dixit-Stiglitz (1977) monopolistic competition with increasing returns to
scale: the fixed cost is represented by an unit of capital while the variable cost
is represented by labor. The modern good is shipped with iceberg trade costs
(Samuelson, 1954): it is assumed that a part of the good shipped melts in
transit. The traditional good is homogeneous and is produced with constant
returns to scale in perfect competition and with unit labor cost. Moreover
the traditional good is shipped without incurring in any trade cost. The
innovation sector works in perfect competition with endogenous growth a` la
Romer (1990). It produces new units of knowledge capital that are then used
by industrial firms for setting new production activities. Due to intertempo-
ral spillovers, the cost of producing new knowledge decreases with the stock
of knowledge already created. Moreover the cost of producing new knowledge
depends the localized spillovers.
Consumers maximize the following utility function:
U =
∫ ∞
0
e−ρt ln
(
C1−αT C
α
M
)
dt
where ρ is the rate of time preferences and CT and CM are respectively the
demand for the traditional good and a CES aggregate for the manufacture
that can be expressed as:
CM =
(
N ixiβi +N
jxiβj
)1/β
where xi,j represents the consumption of a single variety belonging to N
i,j,
that is the mass of varieties in the two regions . Finally β is the love for
variety in manufacture goods. Consumers divide their nominal expenditure
E traditional and modern according to the following relation:
(1− α)Ei = pTCT
αEi = pMCM
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By contrast, for what concerns the world market equilibrium of traditional
good we have:
pT
(
TA + TB
)
= (1− α)Ew
The traditional sector works in constant returns to scale and perfect compe-
tition, hence it will be produced only in the region with the lowest production
cost and it will be priced at the minimum cost. By unitary labor cost we
have that:
pT = min
(
wA, wB
)
siT = 0 when w
i > wj
where siT = Ti/(T
A + TB) is the share of region i of traditional good pro-
duction and wi is i′s region wage. The share of world spending on industrial
goods produced by region i is instead:
siM =
N i
(
piix
i
i + p
j
ix
j
i
)
αEw
for i, j = A,B and j 6= i
where pii is the price of a variety produced and sold in region i, while p
j
i is the
price of a variety produced in region i and sold in region j. The demand func-
tions coming from the minimization of the cost of attaining the manufacture
composite CM are respectively in the two regions:
xii =
αEi (pii)
−σ
N i (pii)
1−σ
+N j
(
pij
)1−σ
xij =
αEj
(
pij
)−σ
N i (pii)
1−σ
+N j
(
pij
)1−σ
where σ = 1/(1−β) is the elasticity of substitution among varieties. The
monopolistic profits are therefore given by:
pii =
αEw
σNw
siM
θiN
siM = θ
i
N
[
θiE (w
i)
1−σ
θiN (w
i)1−σ + (1− θiN)φ (wi)1−σ
+
θjEφ (w
i)
1−σ
(1− θiN) (wi)1−σ + θiNφ (wi)1−σ
]
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where θiN = N
i/Nw and θiE = E
i/Ew are respectively the world share of
firms and expenditure of region i and φ = τ 1−σ represents the well known
freeness of trade. Regarding the innovation sector, the fixed cost of starting
the production of a new variety is given by the cost of research for creating a
new unit of knowledge capital, that is decreasing with the stock of knowledge
already created. So the cost of creating a new variety is wi/ (N i + λN j) .
Moreover by imperfect localized knowledge spillovers we have that Ai =
θiN + λ (1− θiN) , so the free entry condition becomes:
vi ≤ w
i
NwAi
with strict inequality if N˙ i > 0
whilst the no-arbitrage condition is:
pii + v˙i = rvi
Being LiN , L
i
M and L
i
T the quantities of labor allocated respectively in the
innovation, industrial and traditional sectors the labor market condition can
be expressed as:
Li =
giθiN
Ai
+
βαEwsiM
wi
+
(1− α)EwsiT
wi
Equal-Wage Steady States
In this setting only two kinds of steady states may arise: one in which both
regions innovate, and another one in which only one region does so. In this
setting equal or unequal wage steady states may arise according to the share
of global spending devoted to industrial goods and the regions’ relative size.
Indeed equal wages emerge as long as both regions produce some traditional
good due to competitive pricing in the global market, intersectoral labor
mobility and unit wage cost.
The first long-run equilibrium of this kind occurs when innovation and
industrial activities are concentrated in the same region and both locations
produce some traditional good. In this case, if agglomeration occurs in region
i we have gi > gj and siM = θ
i
N = 1, and the steady state is characterized by
a no-arbitrage condition and two labor market conditions:
r + gi =
αEw
σw
, i = A,B
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Li = gi +
βαEw
w
+
(1− α)EwsiT
w
, i = A,B
Lj =
(1− α)EwsjT
w
, i = A,B and j 6= i
For both region to produce some traditional good it should be sjT ≤ 1, that
implies:
Lj
Li + r
≤ 1− α
α
i.e. if the region performing all the R&D is large with respect to the trade
partner and if share of expenditure in traditional goods is high.
The second long-run equilibrium with equal wage rates occurs when both
regions still performs R&D, industrial and traditional activities. In this case
the no-arbitrage condition becomes:
r + gk =
skMαE
w
σw
while the labor market equilibrium common to both regions is:
Lk =
gkθkN
Ak
+
βαEwskM
w
+
(1− α)EwskT
w
In this case obviously siM = s
j
M = 1/2. This, together with s
j
T ≤ 1 implies:
Lj − Li
Li + r
≤ 2 (1− α)
α
i.e. both regions perform R&D, industrial and traditional activities if their
size is relatively small.
Unequal-Wage Steady States
The necessary condition for having unequal wage steady state is that tradi-
tional good ends up being produced by only one region. The first of these
equilbria is when one region (say i) performs all the R&D and industrial ac-
tivities while the other region performs only the traditional activities. Such
an equilibrium is described by a no-arbitrage and two labor market clearing
equations:
r + gi =
αEw
σwi
, i = A,B
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Li = gi +
βαEw
wi
, i = A,B
Lj = (1− α)Ew, j = A,B and j 6= i
This is the case when the share of expenditure in manufacture is high or when
the region performing all the R&D is small relatively to its trade partner.
By contrast if region i performs only R&D and industrial activities while
the other region performs all the three the equilibrium is described by the
following three equations:
r + g =
αEw
σw
skMA
k
θkN
, k = i, j
Li =
gθiN
Ai
+
βαEwsiM
wi
, i = A,B
Li =
gθjN
Aj
+ βαEwsjM + (1− α)EwsjT , j = A,B and j 6= i
This case may arise if the size of the two regions is very different, or in case of
equally sized regions if the share of world spending on manufacture is higher
than 1/2 and R&D is concentrated only in one region, i.e. if:
α ≤ (L+ r)
(2L+ r)
The U-Shaped Convergence Scenario Revisited
Like in Baldwin, Martin and Ottaviano (2001) the growth rate depends on
the size of labor force L, the degree of monopolistic power σ, the share of
expenditure in manufacture α and the localized spillovers λ. Indeed the equa-
tion representing the rate of growth is:
giS =
α (1 + λ)L− ρ (σ − α)
σ
The price index for consumption is P = P 1−αT P
α
M decreases at rate g
i
S/(σ−1).
PT is a numeraire, while the price index for manufacture is:
P iM =
[∫ N i
0
(
pii
)1−σ
di+
∫ Nj
0
(
pij
)1−σ
dj
]1/(1−σ)
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Then regional real incomes decreases at common rate giY S = αg
i
S/(σ−1) and
the real wage is 1/P.
When trade costs fall below a certain threshold a core-periphery outcome
appears. In case of equal wages the growth rate in core-periphery is:
giCPe =
α2L− ρ (σ − α)
σ
Instead in case of unequal wages:
giCPu =
L− ρ (σ − 1)
σ
Both regions gain from the steady decrease in industrial goods price, hence
the real growth rate is the same in both regions in equal and unequal wage
cases:
giY CPe = g
ji
Y CPe = αg
i
Y CPe/ (σ − 1) with α < 1/2
giY CPu = g
ji
Y CPu = αg
i
Y CPu/ (σ − 1) with α > 1/2
But the price index is higher in periphery due to trade costs hence also the
real wage levels are different:
ωi = 1/P i = (Nw)
α
σ−1 > 1/P j = (φNw)
α
σ−1 = ωj with α < 1/2
ωi = wi/P j = (φNw)
α
σ−1 w−αi >> 1/P
j = (φNw)
α
σ−1 w−αi = ω
j with α > 1/2
An interesting result is that the growth rate is higher when the traditional
good is produced only in the periphery, because in this case more resources
can be devoted in the core. Another interesting feature of the model is that
in case of unequal wages the growth rate in the core periphery outcome is
higher than in the symmetric outcome only if:
λ <
1− α
α
This is a condition for existence of unequal wages in the long run. Indeed
when agglomeration occurs, the core stops producing traditional good hence
the continuous demand for labor in innovation and in manufacture drives
the nominal wage to increase. At this point wi > wj = 1 and the cost
of innovation is wi/N i, that is permanently lower than the cost of starting
innovation again in periphery, i.e. λwj/N j. Concluding we can say that
in case of knowledge externalities localized enough and not excessively high
share of expenditure in manufacture unequal wage steady state are likely to
arise. Moreover, opposite to Puga (1999) and Baldwin, Martin and Ottaviano
(2001), the relation between integration and agglomeration is monotonic.
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2.2.2 Divergence, Wage-gap and Geography
Another model removing the no-specialization condition has been carried out
by Andres (2007). The outcomes of the model are very similar to Bellone
and Maupertuis (2003): if one removes the no-full specialization condition,
stating that both country always produce a part of the agricultural good,
wages are not anymore equalized between countries because the agricultural
sector will vanish in the north and the manufacturing sector by increasingly
demanding labor will make the northern wages raise independently of the
trade costs. Hence the outcome of the model is different from Baldwin,
Martin and Ottaviano (2001) because there is a further dispersion force and
thereby the Core-Periphery outcome might never be reached, and is also dif-
ferent from Puga (1999) because the symmetric equilibrium does not become
stable for low trade costs. Moreover the concentration of firms in a single
can bring to a rate of growth lower than in symmetry.
The basic framework of the model is the same as in Bellone and Mauper-
tuis (2003). The two models deviate when Andres (2007) uses the northern
current account to study the switching from the equal wage to the unequal
wage regimes.
According to the northern market clearing condition total labort is by the
sum of the labor devoted to innovation LI , manufacture LM and agriculture
LT :
L = LI+LM+LT =
gsK
w
+
b(σ − 1)EwsK
w
(
sE
sK + φs∗K
(
w∗
w
)1−σ + φ(1− sE)
s∗K
(
w∗
w
)1−σ + φsK
)
+
(1− α)EwsT
w
so if the intersectoral allocation of labor is constant in steady state then
wages and shares are constant too.
The northern current account is:
YT − CT︷ ︸︸ ︷
Net supply of T-good
= τK∗xNS︷ ︸︸ ︷
Importations of M-good
− τwKxSN︷ ︸︸ ︷
Exportations of M-good
that states that the net supply of T -good (so production minus export)
must be equal to exportations minus importations of the M -good in order
to be in equilibrium. To find the frontier between the two regimes we solve
this equation with yT equal to 0 and w = 1.
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Long-run Equilibrium
The dynamics of the model is described by four dynamic equations like in
Baldwin, Martin and Ottaviano (2001): the northern Euler equation, the
northern capital accumulation equation and their symmetric for the south.
By adopting sK instead of K and K
∗ as state variables the dimension of the
dynamic system can be reduced:
E˙
E
= bEw
[
B
w
(1− sK)− λ A
A∗
B∗ (1− sK)
]
+
(
E
w
+ λE∗
A∗
A
)
−L
(
1 + λ
A∗
A
)
+
w
w∗
−ρ
E˙∗
E∗
= bEw
[
B∗ (A∗ − (1− sK))− λ A
A∗
B∗sK
]
+
(
E∗ + λE
A
A∗
)
−L
(
1 + λ
A
A∗
)
−ρ
s˙K =
(
(1− sK)
(
L+
bsKB (E + E
∗)− E
w
)
− sKA∗ (L+ b (1− sK)B∗ (E + E∗)− E∗)
)
Clearly in steady state the distribution of capital and the nominal spend-
ing in both regions is constant (s˙K = E˙ = E˙
∗ = 0), hence by inspection of
the law motion of capital we can see that there are only two kinds of steady
states: either both regions innovate at the same rate, or only one does so. As
we can see, so far the model behaves like a standard NEG one. The steady
state value of a typical firms is:
v¯ =
p¯i
ρ+ g
While the steady state value cost of a new unit of capital is:
F¯ = w¯s¯K/A¯
And finally the steady state value of expenditure is respectively in the two
regions:
E¯ = w¯
(
L+ ρ
s¯K
A
)
E¯∗ = w¯
(
L+ ρ
(1− s¯K)
A∗
)
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As we know the Tobin’s q approach states that a firm will invest until the
value of a new unit of capital will be equal to its cost, i.e. until q = v/F = 1.
Hence the two kinds of equilibria can be characterized as:
0 < s¯K < 1⇔ g¯ = g = g∗
s¯K = 1⇔ q¯ = 1 and q¯ < 1 ⇔ g¯ = g and g∗ = 0
That implies:
w¯ =
A¯p¯i
A¯∗p¯i∗
Meaning that for both regions to find profitable to invest, a higher cost of
investment (lower A) has to be compensated by higher profits. Indeed a
positive wage differential is an additional cost for the innovation sector that
has to be compensated either by higher externalities in research (through A)
or by higher profits.
Unequal wage trajectories
We will not describe the equal wage regime as it is analogous to Bellone
and Maupertuis (2003). We will instead concentrate on the analysis of the
unequal wage trajectories.
When allowing to complete specialization, there is no always an agricul-
tural sector in both regions that pins down the wage to one, but the wage
is endogenized as the three sectors compete for labor input. In this case the
model is no longer analytically solvable because the dynamics of agglomera-
tion depends on the wage rate through the profit function, where it appears
in a non-linear fashion. Let’s investigate the no-full specialization condi-
tion. We know that the agricultural production of south is Y ∗ = L∗ and
that the world demand of T-good is (1− α)Ew. In this case there is not full
specialization if:
(1− α)Ew ≥ L∗
How to use it? We know that income should be equal to expenditure plus
replacement of capital:
Y = E + FK˙
and also that income is equal to labor income plus profits:
Y = wL+ pisKK
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By combining this two last equations:
E + FK˙ = wL+ pisKK,E = wL+ pisKK − FK˙
Finally, using the no-arbitrage condition:
α ≤ L+ ρ
Lw + ρ
Hence if α is less than 1/2 there is not complete specialization and wages
will not diverge. Notice that the likelihood that α > 1/2 increases as the
concentration of the manufacture increases (so increases with L).
Looking for the Frontier
If the no-specialization condition is removed, there is the possibility of a
regime with unequal wages. Let’s find now the frontier representing the
regime switching point. The northern current-account is:
YT − CT︷ ︸︸ ︷
Net supply of T-good
= τK∗xNS︷ ︸︸ ︷
Importations of M-good
− τwKxSN︷ ︸︸ ︷
Exportations of M-good
Notice that in the first regime both regions produce some traditional good
hence YT = LT > 0. By contrast in the second regime the north becomes a
net exporter of M -good hence YT = LT > 0 as the south produces all the
T -good. The current-account can be written as:
LT [sE, sK , w] =
sE
1− sE
(
1− αsK
sK + φ(1− sK)(w∗w )1−σ
)
−α
(
1− 1− sK
1− sK + φ(w∗w )1−σsK
)
The definitions of sK and sE are standard:
sK =
1
2
+
(sE − 1/2) (1− φ2) (A (1− sK) + A∗sK)
λ(1 + φ2)− 2φ
sE =
w(L+ ρ( sK
A
))
L (w + 1) + ρ
[
w( sK
A
) + 1−sK
A∗
]
Using this fact and setting w = 1 and LT [sE, sK , 1] = 0 the frontier of
expenditure share can be expressed as function of parameters:
α =
(φ(φλ− 2) + λ) [Lλ (1− λ2) (1− φ2) + χ]
λ(1− φ2) [Lλ ((1− λ2) + φ (2λ+ φ− λ2))− 2Lφ+ χ]
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where:
χ =
√
(1− λ2) {4ρ2φ2(φλ− 1)2 + L2 (1− λ2) (φ(φλ− 2) + λ) + 4Lρφ [2φ− λ(1 + 3φ2) + λ2φ (1 + φ2)]}
As we can see the implicit switch point φSW occurs for higher trade costs the
higher the share of consumer’s expenditure, the smaller the spillovers and
the higher the rate of time preferences.
The Core-Periphery equilibrium in the second regime
Let’s characterize now the core-periphery equilibrium in case of unequal wage
trajectories. The current account is:
LT [sE, sK , w] =
sE
1− sE
(
1− αsK
sK + φ(1− sK)(w∗w )1−σ
)
−α
(
1− 1− sK
1− sK + φ(w∗w )1−σsK
)
Evaluating this around sK = 1 :
LT [sE, sK , w] =
sE
1− sE (1− α)− α = 0
Hence:
sE = α
Now taking the definition of sE:
sE =
w(L+ ρ( sK
A
))
L (w + 1) + ρ
[
w( sK
A
) + 1−sK
A∗
]
We find the core-periphery constant value of wage:
w¯ =
αL
(1− α) (L+ ρ)
Let’s find now the sustain point. Knowing that:
q¯∗ < 1
q∗ = V/F =
pi∗
ρ+ g
/
w
KwA∗
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that can be written as:
q∗ = w¯σλ
(
(1− sE)φ−1 + φsE
)
We finally solve for q = 1 and sE = α :
φ1,2 =
1±√1 + 4Aw2σαλ2(α− 1)
2wσαλ
The negative root is the economic relevant one and shows that when α is
too high the core-periphery equilibrium no longer exists.
Growth Rate
In case of no complete specialization the growth rate is assessed using Tobin’s
q evaluated in core-periphery and it is equal to:
g¯1st|sK=1 = bLw −
ρ
σ
(σ − α)
In the second regime case the authors just substitute the definition of
steady state for w that is:
w¯ =
αL
(1− α) (L+ ρ)
Yielding:
g¯2st|sK=1 =
L− ρ (σ − 1)
σ
We see that g2 > g1 : in the second regime the rate of growth is higher.
This because north does not longer produce the traditional good hence labor
is solely divided between manufacture and innovation. The growth rate in
the symmetric equilibrium is instead:
gsym =
α (1 + λ)L− ρ (σ − α)
σ
Thus the growth rate in core periphery is higher than the symmetric one
if and only if:
λ <
(L+ ρ) (1− α)
αL
Hence the rate of growth might be lower in core periphery than in sym-
metry if spillovers are not too localized and the expenditure share on manu-
facture is not too high. This outcome clearly clashes with the standard NEG
literature stating that agglomeration is always beneficial for both countries.
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2.3 Firms’ Heterogeneity in New Economic
Geography Models
The most tricky assumption of the NEG framework is that of homogeneous
firms. Indeed several empirical studies show that firms vary both in terms
of size (Cabral and Mata 2003) and in terms of productivity levels (Help-
man et al., 2004). This assumption is relaxed in Baldwin and Okubo (2006),
that introduce a Melitz (2003) style monopolistic competition with hetero-
geneous firms in a NEG setting. This deviation has a spatial selection effect
leading the most productive firms to move to large markets. Why is it so?
As we know, agglomeration forces are led by backward and forward linkages
while the dispersion force consists in a market crowding effect. The most
productive firms are the ones having lower marginal costs, thereby likely to
sell more. Thus backward and forward linkages operating in bigger markets
are more attractive to them. On the other hand the most productive firms
are less harmed by the high degree of local competition present in the big
markets. Hence the most productive firms will move to bigger markets first.
This spatial selection effect has two main implications. On one side there
will be a bias in the measurement of agglomeration economies: firms that
move to agglomerated regions have above average firm-level productivity in-
dependently of any agglomeration economies. On the other side subsidies
aimed at increasing the share of industry in periphery regions will attract
only less productive firms that have the least opportunity cost in leaving
the agglomerated region. The homogeneous hypothesis firms is relaxed also
in Baldwin and Robert-Nicoud (2008), who embedd a heterogeneous-firms
trade model in a series of product-innovation endogenous growth models
(Grossman and Helpman 1989, 1991, Romer 1986, 1990, Rivera-Batiz and
Romer 1991a, b, Coe and Helpman 1995). The main findings of the Baldwin
and Robert-Nicoud (2008) model is that openness may slow down or boost
growth depending on the impact of openness on the marginal cost of innovat-
ing. Indeed the Melitz-type selection effect by increasing the expected cost of
introducing a new variety has detrimental effects upon the growth rate. By
contrast freer trade has a positive impact on the marginal cost of innovating
thereby having pro-growth effects. However, despite the tension between the
dynamic and the static welfare effects when greater openness slows growth,
the overall impact on welfare is unambiguously positive. The main difference
between the Baldwin and Okubo (2006) and the Baldwin and Robert-Nicoud
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(2008) models are the hypothesis regarding the mobility of capital. Indeed
Baldwin and Okubo (2006) is a footloose capital model, while in Baldwin
and Robert-Nicoud (2008) capital and firms are not mobile.
2.3.1 Firms’ Heterogeneity and Spatial Selection
The model presented by Baldwin and Okubo (2005) can be seen as a marriage
between the footloose NEG capital model conceived by Martin and Rogers
(1995) extended for allowing heterogeneity in firms’ marginal cost (Melitz,
2003). The basic set up is the same as the footlose capital model already
presented. The only extensions concern the already mentioned firms hetero-
geneity and the quadratic adjustment costs faced by firms when switching
regions.
The Basic Model
The heterogeneity is modeled by assuming firms to have different unit in-
put coefficients (different a). Each firms needs a unit of knowledge to start
production, hence the source of heterogeneity can be assigned to knowledge
capital. It is then assumed that each unit of capital in each region is asso-
ciated with a particular level of productive efficiency measured by the unit
labor requirements a which are Pareto distributed:
G(a) =
(
aρ
aρ0
)
, 1 ≡ a0 ≥ a ≥ 0, ρ ≥ 1
where a0 <∞ is the highest possible marginal cost (normalized to unity)
and ρ is the shape parameter.
The second deviation from the footloose capital model stems from the
fact that relocation is subject to quadratic adjustment costs. Indeed the cost
of switching regions is χ units of labor per firms:
χ = γm
where m is the flow of migrating firms.
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Short Run Equilibrium
Dixit-Stiglitz monopolistic competition maximization yields the following
northern and southern operating profits as function of productivity level:
pi(a) = a1−σ
(
sE
∆
+
φ (1− sE)
∆∗
)
Ew
Kwσ
pi∗(a) = a1−σ
(
φsE
∆
+
1− sE
∆∗
)
Ew
Kwσ
where:
∆ = λ (sn + φ (1− sn)) ,∆∗ = λ (φsn + 1− sn) , λ = ρ
1− σ + ρ > 0
The deltas are a measure of the degree of competition in the market,
while a1−σ can be seen as the competitiveness of a firm with marginal cost
a. Combining these two facts we have that a firm’s market share a1−σ/∆Kw
depends upon its relative competitiveness.
Now, according to the Home Market Effect the big market (in the case
at hand the north) will a more than proportional share of industry. Let’s see
now which firm moves first. The change in operating profits from a single
firm moving from south to north, considering an initial situation where no
firms have moved (sn = sK) and using the symmetry of region’s relative
factor endowments (sE = sK > 1/2) is:
pi(a)− pi∗(a) = a1−σ
(
(1− φ)Ew
λσKw
)
2φ
(
s− 1
2
)
((1− φ) s+ φ) (1− s+ φs)
where s is the north share of E and K. From this equation we can see that
southern firms would move to north, that no northern firms would gain from
moving to south and that most efficient southern firms would gain more by
relocating.
It is pretty obvious that the most efficient firms, gaining most from de-
location, are the ones willing to pay the quadratic delocation costs. But of
course there is a feedback from migration and the market crowding effect
through ∆ :
∆ = λ
(
s+ (1− s) a1−σ+ρR + φ (1− s)
(
1− a1−σ+ρR
))
∆∗ = λ
(
φs+ φ (1− s) a1−σ+ρR + (1− s)
(
1− a1−σ+ρR
))
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where aR is the threshold level for marginal costs migration. Using this
expression it can be displayed the value of delocation of any southern firm
as a function of its own marginal cost and the range of firms already moved:
v(a, aR) = pi (a, aR)−pi∗ (a, aR) = a1−σ
(
sE
∆(aR)
+
φ (1− sE)
∆∗ (aR)
)
Ew
Kwσ
−a1−σ
(
φsE
∆(aR)
+
1− sE
∆∗ (aR)
)
Ew
Kwσ
Given that the southern firms in north is K∗aρR the cost of moving becomes:
χ = γK∗ρaρ−1R a˙R
Firms will move until the benefits of doing so will be greater or equal to
the costs. The marginal cost a will be pinned down by the equality between
benefits and costs of migrating, so the value of the marginal firms of migration
will be:
v(aR) = γK
∗ρaρ−1R a˙R
This function is declining in aR, hence we have that most efficient firms will
move first.
The Long Run Equilibrium
In the long run equilibrium delocation does no longer take place, hence the
marginal adjustment costs and the location condition v(aR) are zero. Solving
for the cut-off level of marginal costs aR :
a1−σ+ρR =
2φ
(
s− 1
2
)
(1− φ) (1− s) ; sn = s+ (1− s) a
ρ
R
We can see that if trade gets freer more inefficient firms will delocate. The
threshold in trade costs for complete delocation is the same ad in the standard
footloose capital model:
φCP =
1− s
s
Summarizing all the stability results we have that heterogeneity leads to
a spatial selection effect according to which most efficient firms are the first
to move to the bigger market. This implies a Home Market Magnification
Effect: the big market attract more than its usual firms’ share.
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Selection Bias
For testing the agglomeration the average productivity of a region must be re-
lated to the amount of industry in the region itself . The simplest framework
is:
ln (lprodr) = c+ α ln (snr) + ε
where lprodr is the labor productivity in region r and snr is the share of indus-
try in region r. In this case α would measure the impact of an increase in the
share of industry in one region on the labor productivity in this same region.
Performing a similar test for the footloose capital model we have that north’s
labor productivity is given by the ratio between the real value of manufac-
turing output (i.e. northern manufacturing revenue) np1−σ (E/∆+ φE∗/∆∗)
and the total labor input ap−σ (E/∆+ φE∗/∆∗) . Then due to mill pricing
the north’s labor productivity will be 1/ (1− 1/σ). Converting to real terms
by dividing for the consumer price index (np1−σ)1/(1−σ) the labor productivity
measure becomes:
ln (lprodr) = ln
 s 1σ−1n
a (1− 1/σ)

As we can see the labor productivity increases with the share on industry
in the north: this is the measure of agglomeration economies. By adding
heterogeneity we have that the value of output is
∫
p (i)1−σ (E/∆+ φE∗/∆∗)
and the total labor input
∫
a (i) p (i)−σ (E/∆+ φE∗/∆∗) . Then the labor
productivity measure becomes:
ln (lprodr)het = ln
(λK + λK∗a1−σ+ρR ) 1σ−1
a (1− 1/σ)

Clearly the estimate of agglomeration economies would be overestimated
because firms relocated in the north would have systematically higher than
average productivity. So there would be a bias in the standard econometric
tests for agglomeration.
Regional Policy Implications
Starting form a core-periphery situation assume a regional policy paying
firms a subsidy S for moving from the large to the small region. The change
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in the operating profits for a firm moving from north to south (not including
subsidies) would be:
a1−σ
(1− φ)Ew
λσ
(
1− s
φ
− s
)
< 0
It is clear that the loss of relocation is decreasing with the firm’s marginal
cost a. So the first firms to move to the small region in response to a subsidy
would be the less efficient ones. Now let’s see the precise relation between
the subsidy and the cut-off marginal cost. If all firms with marginal cost
higher than aS would move to the south:
∆ = λ
(
a1−σ+ρS + φ
(
1− a1−σ+ρS
))
∆∗ = λ
(
φa1−σ+ρR +
(
1− a1−σ+ρR
))
Thus the change in the operating profits for a firm moving from north to
south including subsidies becomes:
a1−σS
Sσ
Ew
= (1− φ)
(
s
∆
− 1− s
∆∗
)
The left hand side of the expression is increasing in aS. By contrast the
right hand side is always decreasing in aS because the competition in north
falls as aS rises. Hence there is only one solution for aS. It is clear that an
increase in subsidies raise the left hand side (the right is not affected) hence
there is a decrease in the cut-off level of efficiency. On the contrary a decrease
in trade costs would lower the right hand side not affecting the left hand one,
so subsidies become more effective ad trade gets freer.
Summarizing it is clear that the subsidy is more effective in promoting
relocation the large is the subsidy and the freer is trade, but the relocat-
ing firms are the less efficient because are the ones gaining with the lower
opportunity cost of leaving the big region.
2.3.2 Firms’ Heterogenity and Market Selection
Baldwin and Robert-Nicoud (2008) present a new-new trade model related to
Helpman, Melitz and Yeaple (2004) and a portmanteau product-innovation
growth model including as special cases Grossman and Helpman’s product
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innovation model (Grossman and Helpman 1991, chapter 4), and the Rivera-
Batiz and Romer (1991) lab-quipment model. All these models are based on
Helpman and Krugman (1985) and Krugman (1980) with three additions.
First the model displays endogenous growth by allowing intertemporal knowl-
edge spillovers in variety creation: it is assumed that the cost of producing
a new blueprint falls at the same rate as the value of introducing a new va-
riety. Second in the model is present heterogeneity in marginal production
cost using the Hopenhayn-Melitz variety generation/selection set up where
firms are assigned a marginal cost after paying the start-up cost. Finally in
the model are present sunk market-entry costs: the sunk costs and the firm
heterogeneity discriminate between firms selling only locally and firms also
exporting.
The Basic Model
The basis of the model is the Helpman-Krugman monopolistic competition
with a single factor L, two regions and a Dixit-Stiglitz manufacture sector.
Each firm pays a sunk start-up cost FI (I stays for innovation) and constant
marginal production cost. The typical firm’s a is drawn from a density
function G [a] with support 0 ≤ a ≤ a0. There are three fixed cost: a start-up
cost FI and the two beachhead costs FD and FX for selling the product within
borders and abroad. The star-up cost requires κI units of knowledge, and
producing in local and export markets requires κD and κX units of knowledge:
FI = κIPK , FD = κDPK , FX = κXPK
where PK is the cost of one unit of knowledge. The technology of the inno-
vation sector I is:
QK =
S
PK
, PK = c [w,~a, n]
where QK is the output and S is the total expenditure on new knowledge.
Competition implies PK to be equal to the marginal cost depending on the
price of labour w and the unit-input coefficient vector ~a.
The Equilibrium
Firms have to take two types of decisions: the start-up and the two market-
entry decisions. The two thresholds given by the two beachhead costs (FX
and FD) define three types of firms: those more productive (a < aX) sell
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both in the local and in the export market; the last efficient (a > aD) do
not produce; firms with intermediate efficiency (aX < a < aD) will only sell
within borders. Taking labour as numeraire and by Dixit-Stiglitz optimiza-
tion firm-j′s price is in the local market is aj/ (1− 1/σ) and in the export
market is τaj/ (1− 1/σ) . A firm’s market share as a function of its marginal
selling cost is:
s [m] =
(
1
n
)
m1−σ
m¯
, m¯ =
∫ aD
0
a1−σdG [a|aD]+φ
∫ aX
0
a1−σdG [a|aD] , 0 ≤ φ ≡ τ 1−σ ≤ 1
where m and m¯ are the firm’s marginal selling cost and the weighted av-
erage of firm’s marginal selling cost, and G [a|aD] is the conditional density
function for the a’s. Notice that m
1−σ
m¯
is a measure of firm’s market specific
competitiveness and that the firm’s average marginal selling cost m¯ depends
on two cut-off marginal costs, aD and aX , and their distribution. The ben-
efit of the market entry is given by the present value of operating profits,
that given the discount rate γ are respectively equal for the local and export
market to s [aD]E/σγ and to φs [aX ]E/σγ. Hence the market-entry cut-off
conditions are
s [aD]
E
σγ
= PKκD, φs [aX ]
E
σγ
= PKκX
The expected operating profits of a winner must match the average profits
of market, thereby:
Expected value of a winner =
E
σnγ
The expected fixed cost of developing a D or a X patent (i.e. being a winner)
is:
F¯ ≡ PK κ¯, κ¯ ≡ κD + κXG [aX ]
G [aD]
+ κI
1
G [aD]
where κ¯ represents the fixed costs for sales in the three markets. Free entry
drives operating profits to zero, hence the free entry condition for variety
introduction is:
E/σ
nγ
= PK κ¯
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which corresponds to Tobin’s q. Using an intensive form of PK , the cut-off
and free entry conditions can be written as:
a1−σD E
m¯σγ
= pKκD,
a1−σX E
m¯σγ
= pKκX ,
E
σγ
= pK κ¯, pK ≡ nPK = c [w,~a, n]
Saving, investment and growth
The individual intertemporal preferences are:
U =
∫ ∞
0
e−ρt lnDtdt; D =
(∫
i∈Θ
d
1−1/σ
i di
)1/(1−1/σ)
, Y = E+S; Y = L+
E
σ
where D is the CES consumption composite and Θ is the set of consumed
varieties. The Euler equation for intertemporal division of consumption is:
E˙/E = r − ρ
The expenditure and the labor in innovation definitions are:
E =
L− LI
1− 1/σ ⇐⇒ LI = L− E (1− 1/σ)
While the growth rate is:
n˙ =
QK
κ¯
⇐⇒ g = LI
pK κ¯
, g ≡ n˙
n
Utility maximizing expenditure equals permanent income:
E = L+ ρpK κ¯
By using this and γ = ρ+ g the cut-off and free entry conditions are respec-
tively:
a1−σD (L+ ρpK κ¯)
m¯σ (ρ+ g)
= pKκD,
φa1−σX (L+ ρpK κ¯)
m¯σ (ρ+ g)
= pKκX ,
L+ ρpK κ¯
σ (ρ+ g)
= pK κ¯
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Growth Effects of Market Opening
We can express growth in the following way:
g =
L/σ
pK κ¯
− ρ (σ − 1)
σ
Thus we have that closer economic integration is pro-growth only if it lowers
the expected sunk cost of developing a new variety (pK κ¯). Hence there are
two growth effect channels: one through pK and the other one through κ¯. The
κ¯−channel is anti-growth because market openness increases competition
both in the local and in the export market hence raising the fixed knowledge-
requirement of new varieties conditional on entry. By contrast the pK channel
is pro-growth because of knowledge spillovers and intermediate inputs that
lower the cost of innovation.
Assuming a Pareto distribution for G [a] we have:
G [a] = (a/a0)
k , 0 ≤ a ≤ a0 ≡ 1
Using this fact leads to:
g =
L/σ
pK κ¯
− ρ (σ − 1)
σ
, aD =
(
(β − 1)κI
(1 + Ω)κD
)1/k
, aX =
(
Ω (β − 1)κI
(1 + Ω)κX
)1/k
Microfoundation for the I-sector Marginal Cost Function
From the model may arise five different cases according to the hypothesis
upon the microfoundation of the I-sector marginal cost function c [w,~a, n].
Assuming a learning curve where the marginal cost of creating knowledge
falls as the innovation output rises we have:
c [w,~a, n] =
w
n+ λn∗
=⇒ pkκ¯ = βκD (1 + Ω)
(β − 1) (1 + λ)
In this case the model boils down to yhe Grossman-Helpman case. Instead
if equating λ to the fraction of imported varieties (aX/aD)
k we have:
λ˜ ≡ (aX/aD)k =⇒ βκD (1 + Ω)
(β − 1) (1 + Ω/T )
In this case the model boils down to the Coe-Helpman case. Another possi-
bility is to consider efficiency-linked knowledge spillovers by assuming that
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the extent of spillovers is proportional to the average efficiency of produced
varieties:
c [w,~a, n] =
w
(nm¯+ λn∗m¯∗) /2
=⇒ pkκ¯ = {(β − 1)κI}
β
(1 + Ω)β κβ−1D
One could also consider the reverse engineering case, presuming that the
I-sector only learns from varieties that it can actually purchase:
c [w,~a, n] =
w
nκ¯+ λ˜n∗κ¯X
=⇒ pkκ¯ =
(
1 +
(β − 1) κ¯XΩ
βT (1 + Ω)
)−1
If finally following Rivera-Batiz and Romer (1991) it is supposed that knowl-
edge is produced using the final good CES composite we have:
c [w,~a, n] = Pα, P = (nm¯)
1
1−σ , α = σ − 1 =⇒ pK κ¯ = κD
(
(β − 1)κI
(1 + Ω)κD
)β
In this case there is a link between the productivity of innovation and the
cost of goods.
The Growth Effect of Freer Trade in Goods and Ideas
In all five cases the κ¯ channel is anti-growth, hence we have an overall positive
effect if the pK−channel is sufficiently strong. Reducing iceberg trade costs
slows growth in two cases and speeds in three. In knowledge-creating tech-
nology (Grossman-Helpman) trade costs decrease do not have an impact on
pK so the overall impact is anti-growth. The same thing in the Coe-Helpman
case, trade costs decrease have a positive impact of pK but not large enough
to offset the negative κ¯−channel effect. By contrast in efficiency-linked,
reverse engineering and lab-equipment cases the effect of lowering iceberg
trade costs on the pK−channel is positive and strong enough to overcome
the anti-growth κ¯ channel. Concerning the lowering of fixed trade-costs, if λ
is exogenous the qualitative effect is the same as a change in iceberg trade
costs. Otherwise if λ depends on the fraction of foreign varieties that are
traded, lowering the fixed trade-costs is unambiguously pro-growth.
Indeed in this case higher knowledge spillovers lower the expected cost of
getting a winner without any impact on the reward of getting a winner.
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Welfare
The utility function can be written in the following way:
U0 =
(
σ
pK κ¯
)(
β
(
1 + Ω
β − 1
)1+β (
κD
κI
)β)1/(σ−1)
The first and the second terms in parenthesis capture respectively the dy-
namic and the static effects. The static welfare effect of market opening is
positive, while the dynamic welfare effect is positive if and only if greater
openness raises the growth rate because laissez-faire growth is sub-optimal
from the social-welfare point of view. Hence market openness is welfare
increasing if it lowers the expected cost of innovation pK κ¯. Concluding we
can say that market openness can have ambiguous welfare effects in some
technologies, e.g. in the Grossman-Helpman case:
U0 =
(
σ
pK κ¯
)(
β
(
1 + Ω
β − 1
)2−σ+ k
σ−1
(
κD
κI
) k
σ−1
)1/(σ−1)
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2.4 Conclusions
In this chapter we have presented several recents research strands of the New
Economic Geography. The first one is the New Economic Geography and
Growth, where Baldwin, Martin and Ottaviano (2001) introduce endogenous
growth a` la Romer (1990) and localized knowledge spillovers in a core pe-
riphery setting. These depertures from the standard theory have several
implications in terms of growth equilibrium and policy implications. Indeed
Baldwin, Martin and Ottaviano (2001) are able to show that growth and
geography, meant as manufacture firms location, are related. This because
with intertemporal localized knowledge spillovers the higher is the concentra-
tion of industrial firms, the higher will be the incentive to invest in new units
of capital and therefore the growth rate. Hence policy makers should not
prevent economies from agglomerating in order to maximize growth, because
in this way the global dynamic gains in growth would overcome the static
losses due to trade costs sustained by the south.
In the second section of the chapter we have introduced two models dis-
cussing the possiblity of a monotonic relation between agglomeration and
integration. These two models, namely Bellone and Maupertuis (2003) and
Andres (2007), remove the no-specialization condition and allow wages to
differ between regions. In this way industry do not move back to the pe-
riphery even in case of very low trade costs because in case of localized
knowledge spillovers and avantage in innovation capabilities is always higher
than the disadvantage due to higher wages. These two models contrast with
Puga (1999) and Krugman and Venables (1995), showing that when wages
are higher in the agglomerated region for low enough trade costs manufac-
ture firms return to periphery, and Baldwin, Martin and Ottaviano (2001),
showing that when the cost of trading ideas falls beyond a certain threshold
industry starts to relocate to south.
In the last section of the chapter we have presented two models introduc-
ing firm’s heterogeneity in productivity in New Economic Geography. The
first model, Baldwin and Okubo (2006), introduce a Melitz (2003) monopo-
listic competition with heterogeneous firms in a New Economic Geography
framework showing that the most productive firms settle in larger markets
because they suffer lesser local competition and enjoy more backward and
forward linkages than the least productive firms. This fact implies that the
productivity of the firms settled in the core will be above average indepen-
dently of any agglomeration economies. Moreover we have that regional sub-
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sidies aiming to attract manufacture firms to periphery will attract only the
least productive firms. The second model we have taken into consideration
has been developed by Baldwin and Robert-Nicoud (2008), who introduce
heterogeneity in firms marginal cost (Melitz, 2003) in the footloose capital
model conceived by Martin and Rogers (1995). Thanks to this extension,
they show that from one side opening trade increases the expected cost of
introducing a new variety thereby slows down growth. On the other side they
show that freer trade has a positive impact on the marginal cost of innova-
tion therefore boosts growth. Despite the ambiguity of the trade openness
effects, the overall impact on welfare is unambiguously positive.
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Part II
Original Extensions to the
Theory
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Chapter 3
Agglomeration and Growth
with Endogenous Expenditure
Shares
3.1 Introduction
In this chapter, we develop a NEGG model which deviates from the stan-
dard approach in two respects: 1) we explicitly consider the love of variety
parameter separating it from the intrasectoral elasticity of substitution be-
tween the different varieties within the industrial sector; 2) we use a more
general Constant Elasticity Function (henceforth CES) instead of a Cobb-
Douglas utility function in the second-stage optimization problem, thereby
allowing the elasticity of substitution between manufacture and traditional
good (intersectoral elasticity henceforth) to diverge from the unit value.
The main effect of these departures is that the share of expenditure on
manufactures is no longer exogenously fixed (as in the Cobb-Douglas ap-
proach) but it is endogenously determined via agents’ optimization. By en-
dogenising the expenditure shares in manufacturing goods, we are able to
test the robustness of several well-established results in the NEGG literature
and we show that the validity of such results, and of the associated policy
implications, crucially depends on the particular Cobb-Douglas functional
form used by this class of models.
Our generalizations of the standard NEGG literature act at two different
levels: a) the dynamic pattern of equilibrium allocation of economic activi-
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ties and b) the equilibrium growth prospect. As for the first level, the main
result of our analysis is the emergence of a new force, which we dub as the
substitution effect. This force, which is a direct consequence of the depen-
dence of the expenditure shares on the allocation of economic activities, is
neutralized in the standard NEGG model by the unitary intersectoral elas-
ticity of substitution. Our model ”activates” this force and the associated
new economic mechanism opens the door to a series of novel results. First
we show that this substitution effect acts as an agglomeration or a dispersion
force according to whether the traditional and the differentiated goods are
respectively good or poor substitutes. Then we analyze the implications of
this new force and we show that, unlike the standard model, catastrophic
agglomeration may always take place whatever the degree of market integra-
tion may be if the substitution effect is strong enough. This result, which
is a novelty in the NEGG literature, has important implications in two re-
spects: first, policy makers should be aware of the fact that policies affecting
the degree of market integration are able to affect the equilibrium location
of economic activities only for a restricted set of values for the parameters
describing the economy. Second, the emergence of the substitution effect
suggests that the intersectoral elasticity of substitution has a crucial role in
shaping the agglomeration or the dispersion process of economic activities.
As for the equilibrium growth prospect, results are even more striking.
We show that, thanks to the variable expenditure shares: 1) the regional
rate of growth is affected by the interregional allocation of economic activ-
ities even in the absence of localized spillovers, so that geography always
matters for growth and 2) the regional rate of growth is affected by the de-
gree of market openness: in particular, according to whether the intersectoral
elasticity of substitution is larger or smaller than unity, economic integration
may be respectively growth-enhancing or growth-detrimental. These results
are novel with respect to the standard NEGG literature according to which
geography matters for growth only when knowledge spillovers are localized
and, moreover, trade costs never affect the growth rate. This second set of
results is characterized by even more important policy implications: first,
our results suggests that interregional allocation of economic activity can al-
ways be considered as an instrument able to affect the rate of growth of the
economy. In particular, when the average interregional expenditure share on
industrial goods are higher in the symmetric equilibrium than in the core-
periphery one, then each policy aiming at equalizing the relative size of the
industrial sector in the two regions will be good for growth, and vice-versa.
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Second, each policy affecting economic integration will also affect the rate of
growth and such influence is crucially linked to the value of the intersectoral
elasticity of substitution.
A first attempt to introduce endogenous expenditure shares in a NEGG
model has been carried out by Cerina and Pigliaru (2007), who focused on
the effects on the balanced growth path of introducing such assumption. In
the present chapter we carry out an extension of Cerina and Pigliaru (2007),
considering that we deepen the analysis of the implications of endogenous
expenditure shares by fully assessing the dynamics of the model, the mech-
anisms of agglomeration and the equilibria growth rate.
We believe that the results obtained in this chapter are important from
at least three different perspectives: 1) a purely theoretical one: a tractable
endogenous expenditure share approach, being more general than an exoge-
nous one, represents a theoretical progress in the NEG literature and enables
us to consider the standard NEGG models as a special case of the one de-
veloped here; 2) a descriptive perspective: the endogenous expenditure share
approach, by introducing some new economic mechanisms, might be empiri-
cally tested and it can be extended to several other NEG models in order to
assess their robustness; 3) a policy perspective: our work suggests that pol-
icy makers should not trust too much on implications drawn from standard
NEGG models because of their limited robustness.
The rest of the chapter is structured as follows: section 2 presents the ana-
lytical framework, section 3 deals with the equilibrium allocation of economic
activities, section 4 develops the analysis of the growth rate and section 5
concludes.
3.2 The Analytical Framework
3.2.1 The Structure of the Economy
The model structure is closely related to Baldwin, Martin and Ottaviano
(2001). The world is made of 2 regions, north and south, both endowed with
2 factors: labour L and capital K. 3 sectors are active in both regions: man-
ufacturing M, traditional good T and a capital producing sector I. Regions
are symmetric in terms of: preferences, technology, trade costs and labour
endowment. Labour is assumed to be immobile across regions but mobile
across sectors within the same region. The traditional good is freely traded
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between regions whilst manufacture is subject to iceberg trade costs following
Samuelson (1954). For the sake of simplicity we will focus on the northern
region1.
Manufactures are produced under Dixit-Stiglitz monopolistic competition
(Dixit and Stiglitz, 1975, 1977) and enjoy increasing returns to scale: firms
face a fixed cost in terms of knowledge capital2 and a variable cost aM in
terms of labor. Thereby the cost function is pi+waMxi, where pi is the rental
rate of capital, w is the wage rate and aM are the unit of labor necessary to
produce a unit of output xi.
Each region’s K is produced by its I-sector which produces one unit of
K with aI unit of labour. So the production and marginal cost function for
the I-sector are, respectively:
K˙ = QK =
LI
aI
(3.1)
F = waI (3.2)
Note that this unit of capital in equilibrium is also the fixed cost F of
the manufacturing sector. As one unit of capital is required to start a new
variety, the number of varieties and of firms at the world level is simply equal
to the capital stock at the world level: K +K∗ = Kw. We denote n and n∗
as the number of firms located in the north and south respectively. As one
unit of capital is required per firm we also know that: n + n∗ = nw = Kw.
As in Baldwin, Martin and Ottaviano (2001), we assume capital immobility,
so that each firm operates, and spends their profits, in the region where the
capital’s owner lives. In this case, we also have that n = K and n∗ = K∗.
Then, by defining sn =
n
nw
and sK =
K
Kw
, we also have sn = sK : the share
of firms located in one region is equal to the share of capital owned by the
same region3.
To individual I-firms, the innovation cost aI is a parameter. However,
following Romer (1990), endogenous and sustained growth is provided by
assuming that the marginal cost of producing new capital declines (i.e. aI
falls) as the sector’s cumulative output rises. In the most general form,
1Unless differently stated, the southern expressions are isomorphic.
2It is assumed that producing a variety requires a unit of knowledge interpreted as a
blueprint, an idea, a new technology, a patent, or a machinery.
3We highlight that our results on the equilibrium growth rate holds even in the case of
capital mobility.
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learning spillovers are assumed to be localized. The cost of innovation can
be expressed as:
aI =
1
AKw
(3.3)
whereA ≡ sK+λ (1− sK), 0 < λ < 1 measures the degree of globalization
of learning spillovers and sK = n/n
w is share of firms allocated in the north.
The south’s cost function is isomorphic, that is, F ∗ = w∗/KwA∗ where A∗ =
λsK + 1 − sK . However, for the sake of simplicity, we focus on the case of
global spillovers, i.e. λ = 1 and A = A∗ = 14. Moreover, in the model version
we examine, capital depreciation is ignored5.
Because the number of firms, varieties and capital units is equal, the
growth rate of the number of varieties, on which we focus, is therefore:
g ≡ K˙
K
; g∗ ≡ K˙
∗
K∗
Finally, traditional goods, which are assumed to be homogenous, are pro-
duced by the T -sector under conditions of perfect competition and constant
returns. By choice of units, one unit of T is made with one unit of L.
3.2.2 Preferences and consumers’ behavior
The preferences structure of the infinitely-live representative agent is given
by:
Ut =
∫ ∞
t=0
e−ρt lnQtdt; (3.4)
Qt =
[
δ
(
nw
v+ 11−σ
CM
)α
+ (1− δ)CT α
] 1α
, α ≤ 1, v > 0 (3.5)
CM =
[∫ n+n∗
i=0
c
1−1/σ
i di
] 1
1−1/σ
, σ > 1
where v is the degree of love for variety parameter, α is the elasticity
parameter related to the elasticity of substitution between manufacture and
traditional goods and σ is the elasticity of substitution across varieties.
4Analysing the localised spillover case is possible, but it will not significantly enrich
the results and it will obscure the object of our analysis.
5See Baldwin (1999) and Baldwin et al. (2004) for similar analysis with depreciation
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Following Cerina and Pigliaru (2007), we deviate from the standard NEGG
framework in two respects:
1) As in Benassy (1996) and Smulders and Van de Klundert (2003), the
degree of love for variety parameter is explicitly considered. In the canonical
NEGG framework the love for variety parameter takes the form 1
σ−1 , being
tied to the elasticity of substitution across varieties σ (intrasectoral elasticity
henceforth). By contrast, in the present model v is not linked to σ but it is
independently assessed6.
2) We use a more general Constant Elasticity Function (henceforth CES)
instead of a Cobb-Douglas, thereby allowing the elasticity of substitution be-
tween manufacture and traditional good (intersectoral elasticity henceforth)
to diverge from the unit value: indeed the intersectoral elasticity is equal to
1
1−α which might be higher or lower than unity (albeit constant) according
to whether α is respectively negative or positive. The main effect of this
modification is that the share of expenditure on manufacture is no longer
constant but it is affected by changes in the price indices of manufacture.
This consequence is the source of most of the results presented in this chap-
ter.
Allowing for a larger-than-unity intersectoral elasticity of substitution, re-
quires the introduction of a natural restriction on its value relative to the one
of the intrasectoral elasticity of substitution. The introduction of two distinct
sectors would in fact be useless if substituting goods from the traditional to
the manufacturing sector (and vice-versa) would be easier than substituting
goods within the differentiated industrial sectors. In other words, in order
6Take an utility function U (CT .CM ) where CM = Vn (c1,..., cn) is homogeneous of
degree one, with n being the number of varieties. By adopting the natural normalization
V1 (q1) = q1, we can define the following function:
γ(n) =
Vn(c, ..., c)
V1(nc)
=
Vn(1, ..., 1)
n
with γ(n) representing the gain in utility derived from spreading a certain amount of
expenditure across n varieties instead of concentrating it on a single one. The degree of
love for variety v is just the elasticity of the γ(n) function:
v(n) =
nγ′(n)
γ(n)
In the standard NEGG framework CM =
(∫ n
0
c
σ−1
σ
i di
) σ
σ−1
hence γ(n) = 1σ−1 .
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for the representation in terms of two distinct sectors to be meaningful, we
need goods belonging to different sectors to be poorer substitutes than va-
rieties coming from the same differentiated sector. The formal expression of
this idea requires that the intersectoral elasticity of substitution 1
1−α is lower
than the intrasectoral elasticity of substitution σ:
1
1− α < σ
This assumption, which will be maintained for the rest of the chapter,
states that α cannot not be too high. It is worth to note that this assumption
is automatically satisfied in the standard cobb-douglas approach where 1
1−α =
1 and σ > 1.
The infinitely-live representative consumer’s optimization is carried out in
three stages. In the first stage the agent intertemporally allocates consump-
tion between expenditure and savings. In the second stage she allocates
expenditure between manufacture and traditional goods, while in the last
stage she allocates manufacture expenditure across varieties. As a result of
the intertemporal optimization program, the path of consumption expendi-
ture E across time is given by the standard Euler equation:
E˙
E
= r − ρ (3.6)
with the interest rate r satisfying the no-arbitrage-opportunity condition
between investment in the safe asset and capital accumulation:
r =
pi
F
+
F˙
F
(3.7)
where pi is the rental rate of capital and F its asset value which, due to
perfect competition in the I-sector, is equal to its marginal cost of production.
In the second stage the agent chooses how to allocate the expenditure
between manufacture and the traditional good according to the following
optimization program:
max
CM ,C T
Qt = ln
[
δ
(
nw
v+ 11−σ
CM
)α
+ (1− δ)CT α
] 1α
(3.8)
s.t.PMCM + pTCT = E
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By setting v = 1
σ−1 and α = 0 the maximization program boils down
to the canonical CD case. As a result of the maximization we obtain the
following demand for the manufactured and the traditional goods:
PMCM = µ(n
w, PM)E (3.9)
pTCT = (1− µ(nw, PM))E (3.10)
where pT is the price of the traditional good, PM =
[∫ K+K∗
i=0
pi
1−σ
] 1
1−σ
is
the Dixit-Stiglitz perfect price index and µ(nw, PM) is the share of expen-
diture in manufacture which, unlike the CD case, is not exogenously fixed
but it is endogenously determined via the optimization process and it is a
function of the total number of varieties (through v) and of the M− goods
price index (through α). This feature is crucial to our analysis.
The northern share of expenditure in manufacture is given by:
µ(nw, PM) =
 1
1 + P
α
1−α
M
(
1−δ
δ
) 1
1−α
(
nw
1
1−σ−v
) α
1−α
 (3.11)
while the symmetric expression for the south is:
µ(nw, P ∗M) =
 1
1 + P
∗ α
1−α
M
(
1−δ
δ
) 1
1−α
(
nw
1
1−σ−v
) α
1−α
 (3.12)
so that northern and southern expenditure shares only differ because of
the difference between northern and southern manufacture price index, PM
and P ∗M respectively.
Finally, in the third stage, the amount ofM− goods expenditure µ(nw, PM)E
is allocated across varieties according to the a CES demand function for a
typical M -variety cj =
p−σj
P 1−σM
µ(nw, PM)E, where pj is variety j’s consumer
price. southern optimization conditions are isomorphic.
3.2.3 Specialization Patterns, Love for Variety and Non-
Unitary Elasticity of Substitution
Due to perfect competition in the T -sector, the price of the agricultural good
must be equal to the wage of the traditional sector’s workers: pT = wT .
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Moreover, as long as both regions produce some T, the assumption of free
trade in T implies that not only price, but also wages are equalized across
regions. It is therefore convenient to choose home labour as numeraire so
that:
pT = p
∗
T = wT = w
∗
T = 1
As it is well-known, it’s not always the case that both regions produce
some T . An assumption is actually needed in order to avoid complete spe-
cialization: a single country’s labour endowment must be insufficient to meet
global demand. Formally, the CES approach version of this condition is the
following:
L = L∗ < ([1− µ(nw, PM)] sE + [1− µ(nw, P ∗M)] (1− sE))Ew (3.13)
where sE =
E
Ew
is northern expenditure share and Ew = E + E∗.
In the standard CD approach, where µ(nw, PM) = µ(n
w, P ∗M) = µ, this
condition collapses to:
L = L∗ < (1− µ)Ew.
The purpose of making this assumption, which is standard in most NEGG
models7, is to maintain theM -sector and the I-sector wages fixed at the unit
value: since labour is mobile across sector, as long as the T - sector is present
in both regions, a simple arbitrage condition suggests that wages of the three
sectors cannot differ. Hence, M− sector and I-sector wages are tied to T
-sector wages which, in turn, remain fixed at the level of the unit price of a
traditional good. Therefore:
wM = w
∗
M = wT = wT = w = 1 (3.14)
Finally, since wages are uniform and all varieties’ demand have the same
constant elasticity σ, firms’ profit maximization yields local and export prices
that are identical for all varieties no matter where they are produced: p =
waM
σ
σ−1 . Then, imposing the normalization aM =
σ−1
σ
and (4.13), we finally
obtain:
p = w = 1 (3.15)
As usual, since trade in the M−good is impeded by iceberg import bar-
riers, prices for markets abroad are higher:
p∗ = τp; τ ≥ 1
7See Bellone and Maupertuis (2003) and Andre´s (2007) for an analysis of the implica-
tions of removing this assumption.
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By labeling as pijM the price of a particular variety produced in region i
and sold in region j (so that pij = τpii) and by imposing p = 1, theM−goods
price indexes might be expressed as follows:
PM =
[∫ n
0
(pNNM )
1−σdi+
∫ n∗
0
(pSNM )
1−σdi
] 1
1−σ
= (sK + (1− sK)φ)
1
1−σ nw
1
1−σ
(3.16)
P ∗M =
[∫ n
0
(pNSM )
1−σdi+
∫ n∗
0
(pSSM )
1−σdi
] 1
1−σ
= (φsK + 1− sK)
1
1−σ nw
1
1−σ
(3.17)
where φ = τ 1−σ is the so called ”phi-ness of trade” which ranges from 0
(prohibitive trade) to 1 (costless trade).
A quick inspection of condition (3.13) and expressions (4.15) and (4.16)
reveals that the introduction of the no-specialization assumption in our model
is sensibly more problematic than in the standard CD case and these diffi-
culties are crucially linked to the role of the love for variety parameter v. In
order to see this in detail, we need to get a little bit deeper on the role of the
expenditure share and of the love for variety parameter. The removal of the
no-specialization assumption opens the room to a complete specialization of
the two regions. Indeed there will be a core performing all the R&D and
manufacture activity, and a periphery producing exclusively the traditional
good. According to the sign of the intersectoral substitution parameter α
the agglomeration of innovation and industry will take place in the north (if
α is positive) or in the south (if α is negative). The rationale of this result
is the following: if α > 0 a shift in sn would determine an increase in the
share of expenditure in manufacture in the north and a decrease of the share
of expenditure in manufacture in the south. As agglomeration goes further,
the share of expenditure in northern manufacture will increase until reaching
the unity, while in the south it will be driven down to zero. As we know
workers can be occupied either in the innovation sector, in manufacture or in
the traditional sector. By labour market clearing condition we have that the
total expenditure in a given good should be equal to the value of production,
given by the units of labour necessary to produce one unit of output times
the wage rate. Hence as agglomeration proceeds in the north more and more
workers will be drained into the industrial sector, while in the south more
and more workers will be drained into the traditional sector. At some point
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the southern traditional sector will be able to satisfy the global demand,
hence the two regions will specialize in a core producing innovation and in-
dustrial goods, and a periphery producing agriculture. It is worthwhile to
stress the fact that complete specialization will also determine a difference in
the regional wage rates, that were tied down to unity due to perfect compe-
tition and costless trade in the traditional goods, together with intersectoral
labour mobility. Indeed as soon as agricultural production vanishes at north,
northern wage will not anymore be equal to the southern unitary wage, but
moreover will increase because of the labour demand tensions in innovation
and manufacture.
Love of variety and expenditure shares
Substituting the new expressions for theM−goods price indexes in the north-
ern and southern M−goods expenditure shares, yields:
µ(nw, sK , φ) =
 1
1 +
(
1−δ
δ
) 1
1−α
(
nw
− vα1−α (sK + (1− sK)φ)
α
(1−σ)(1−α)
)

(3.18)
µ∗(nw, sK , φ) =
 1
1 +
(
1−δ
δ
) 1
1−α
(
nw
− vα1−α (φsK + 1− sK)
α
(1−σ)(1−α)
)
 .
(3.19)
As we can see the shares of expenditure in manufactures now depends on
the localization of firms sK , the parameter φ and the overall number of firms
in the economy nw.
We can make a number of important observations from analyzing these
two expressions.
First, when the elasticity of substitution between the two goods is differ-
ent to 1, (i.e. α 6= 0), north and south expenditure shares differ (µ(nw, sK , φ) 6=
µ∗(nw, sK , φ)) in correspondence to any geographical allocation of the man-
ufacturing industry except for sK = 1/2 (symmetric equilibrium). In partic-
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ular, we find that8:
α > (<) 0⇔ ∂µ
∂sK
=
α (1− φ)µ (1− µ)
(1− α) (σ − 1) ((sK + (1− sK)φ)) > (<) 0(3.20)
α > (<) 0⇔ ∂µ
∗
∂sK
=
α (φ− 1)µ∗ (1− µ∗)
(1− α) (σ − 1) ((sK + (1− sK)φ)) < (>) 0(3.21)
Hence, when α > 0, production shifting in the north (∂sK > 0) leads
to a relative increase in the southern price index for the M goods because
southern consumers have to buy a larger fraction ofM goods from the north,
which are more expensive because of trade costs. Unlike the CD case, where
this phenomenon had no consequences on the expenditure shares for man-
ufactures which remained constant across time and space, in the CES case
expenditure shares on M goods are influenced by the geographical alloca-
tion of industries because they depend on relative prices and relative prices
change with sK .
Secondly, the impact of trade costs are the following:
α > (<) 0⇒ ∂µ
∂φ
=
α(1− sK)µ (1− µ)
(1− α) (σ − 1) ((sK + (1− sK)φ)) > (<) 0(3.22)
α > (<) 0⇒ ∂µ
∗
∂φ
=
αsKµ
∗ (1− µ∗)
(1− α) (σ − 1) ((sK + (1− sK)φ)) > (<) 0(3.23)
so that, when the two kinds of goods are good substitutes (α > 0) eco-
nomic integration gives rise to an increase in the expenditure share for manu-
factured goods in both regions: manufactures are now cheaper in both regions
and since they are good substitutes of the traditional goods, agents in both
regions will not only increase their total consumption, but also their shares of
expenditure. Obviously, the smaller the share of manufacturing firms already
present in the north (south), the larger the increase in expenditure share for
the M good in the north (south). The opposite happens when the two kinds
of goods are poor substitutes: in this case, even if manufactures are cheaper,
agents cannot easily shift consumption from the traditional to the differen-
tiated good. In this case, even if total consumption on manufactures may
increase, the share of expenditure will be reduced.
8For simplicity’s sake we omit the arguments of the functions µ and µ∗.
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Finally, the impact of the number of varieties is the following:
α > (<) 0⇒ ∂µ
∂nw
=
αv
1− α
(1− µ)µ
nw
≥ (≤ 0)
α > (<) 0⇒ ∂µ
∗
∂nw
=
αv
1− α
(1− µ∗)µ∗
nw
≥ (≤ 0)
Therefore, when goods are good (poor) substitutes (α > 0), and individ-
uals love variety (v > 0) , the expenditure share for the M− goods in both
regions is an increasing (decreasing) function of the total number of varieties.
In the analytical context of the NEGG models, this result (which is a feature
of the CES utility function we have chosen) has highly unwelcome effects
from the viewpoint of the formal dynamic of the model. In particular, since
along the balanced growth path the number of total varieties is increasing
( n˙
w
nw
= g ≥ 0), the expenditure shares µ and µ∗ will asymptotically approach
to 1 or 0 according to whether α is positive or negative. This result is a
consequence of the interplay between non-unitary intersectoral elasticity of
substitution and love for variety. Consider the case when α is positive: when
agents love variety, an increase in the number of total variety is sufficient
to let their perceived price index for the manufactured goods decrease. As
a consequence, because of the elasticity of substitution larger then 1, they
will devote a larger share of total expenditure to the M−goods. Since the
role of the M -goods expenditure shares is crucial in the NEGG models, their
non-constancy has a series of important and correlated consequences. Some
of them are the following:
1. The real growth rate of the two regions never reach a constant value in
a finite time and might differ as the agglomeration process takes place.
2. Since when α > 0, µ and µ∗ goes to 1, the no-specialization condition
cannot hold forever: there comes a (finite) time when the expenditure
shares for the traditional good becomes so small that a single coun-
try will be able to produce everything is necessary to meet the global
demand.
The first result is particularly relevant by the point of view of the policy
implications. However, we will not focus on it: for a detailed analysis of
this issue please refer to Cerina and Pigliaru (2007). The second result
also triggers some new important mechanisms involving the role of wage
differentials but makes the analysis highly intractable.
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Since the aim of this chapter is to focus on the effects that ”geography”
(i.e.: interregional firms’ allocation and trade costs) has on a NEGG model
when a CES second-stage utility function is considered, we henceforth ab-
stract from the two previous consequences by imposing v = 0, that is, we
assume no love for variety. From now on, the second stage maximization
program is then:
max
CM ,C T
Qt = ln
[
δ
(
nw
1
1−σ
CM
)α
+ (1− δ)CT α
] 1α
(3.24)
s.t.PMCM + pTCT = E
giving rise to the following expressions for the northern and southern
expenditure shares:
µ(sK , φ) =
 1
1 +
(
1−δ
δ
) 1
1−α
(
(sK + (1− sK)φ)
α
(1−σ)(1−α)
)
 (3.25)
µ∗(sK , φ) =
 1
1 +
(
1−δ
δ
) 1
1−α
(
(φsK + 1− sK)
α
(1−σ)(1−α)
)
 (3.26)
where the influence of the argument nw has been neutralized by the con-
dition v = 0 so that µ and µ∗ are only affected by firms’ allocation (sK) and
by the freeness of trade (φ). Since the latters are constant along the balanced
growth path, µ and µ∗ are constant too.
What are the drawbacks of eliminating the love for variety on the de-
scriptive relevance of our model? We believe they are not so important for
several reasons.
First, from the theoretical point of view, the assumption according to
which v = 0 is just as general as the standard NEGG assumption according
to which v = 1
σ−1 .
Second, from an empirical perspective, there are several empirical analysis
assessing a value for the v parameter lower than what assumed in standard
NEGG models (see for instance Ardelean 2007). In this case the impact
of the product variety on economic growth and industrial agglomeration is
smaller than what typically assumed and, therefore, closer to 0.
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Third, several other NEGG studies abstract from the love for variety. Mu-
rata (2008) for instance uses a similar but more restrictive (because α = 0)
function utility to investigate the relation between agglomeration and struc-
tural change. This assumption can also be found in the “new Keynesian
economics” literature (see Blanchard and Kiyotaki (1987, p.649), for exam-
ple), which is another strand of literature based on the model of monopolistic
competition by Dixit and Stiglitz (1977).
Fourth, from the point of view of the generality of our model, the intro-
duction of the restriction according to which v = 0 is compensated by the
introduction of the parameter α which, unlike the standard NEGG models,
allows the elasticity of substitution to deviate from the unit value.
The analytical gains of introducing this restrictions are by contrast very
relevant.
First, By eliminating the love for variety we are able to maintain a ver-
sion of the typical assumption in NEGG models which states that a single
country’s labour endowment must be insufficient to meet global demand. We
are entitled to do this because, when v = 0, both µ and µ∗ cannot reach the
unit value. The no-specialization condition should be modified as follows:
L < ([1− µ(sK , φ)] sE + [1− µ∗(sK , φ)] (1− sE))Ew, ∀ (sK , φ) ∈ (0, 1) ⊂ R2.
(3.27)
Since sE has to be constant by definition and even
9:
Ew(sE, sK , φ) =
(2L− LI − L∗I)σ
sE (σ − µ(sK , φ)) + (1− sE) (σ − µ∗(sK , φ)) (3.28)
is constant in steady state, (3.27) can be accepted without any partic-
ular loss of generality. Our analysis can be developed even without the
no-specialisation assumption.
Second, by imposing v = 0, we are able to focus on the effect that a
non-unitary value of the intersectoral elasticity of substitution has on the
equilibrium outcomes of the model. By allowing for this elasticity parameter
to deviate from the unit value, we obtain some novel results on the agglom-
eration and growth prospects of the model. In the next two session we will
extensively describe these results.
9The expression for Ew can be found by using an appropriate labour market-clearing
condition.
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3.3 Equilibrium and stability analysis
This section analyses the effects of our departures from the standard NEGG
literature on the equilibrium dynamics of the allocation of northern and
southern firms.
Following Baldwin, Martin and Ottaviano (2001), we assume that capital
is immobile. Indeed, capital mobility can be seen as a special case of capital
immobility (a case where ∂sE
∂sK
= 0). Moreover, as we shall see, capital mobility
does not provide any significant departure from the standard model from the
point of view of the location equilibria (the symmetric equilibrium is always
stable). However, it should be clear that our analysis can be carried on
even in the case of capital mobility. In particular, the results of the growth
analysis developed in section 4 holds whatever the assumption on the mobility
of capital.
In models with capital immobility the reward of the accumulable factor
(in this case firms’ profits) is spent locally. Thereby an increase in the share
of firms (production shiftings) leads to expenditure shiftings through the
permanent income hypothesis. Expenditure shiftings in turn foster further
production shiftings because, due to increasing returns, the incentive to invest
in new firms is higher in the region where expenditure is higher. This is the
so-called demand-linked circular causality.
This agglomeration force is counterbalanced by a dispersion force, the
so-called market-crowding force, according to which, thanks to the unperfect
substitutability between varieties, an increase in the number of firms located
in one region will decrease firms’ profits and then will give an incentive for
firms to move to the other region. The interplay between these two opposite
forces will shape the pattern of the equilibrium location of firms as a function
of the trade costs. Such pattern is well established in NEGG models (Bald-
win, Martin and Ottaviano 2001, Baldwin at al. 2004, Baldwin and Martin
2004): in the absence of localized spillovers, since the symmetric equilib-
rium is stable when trade costs are high and unstable when trade costs are
low, catastrophic agglomeration always occur when trade between the two
countries is easy enough. That happens because, even though both forces
decreases as trade costs become lower, the demand-linked force is lower than
the market crowding force (in absolute value) when trade costs are low, while
the opposite happens when trade costs are high.
By adopting the CES approach we are able to question the robustness
of such conclusions. In particular our model displays a new force, that we
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call substitution effect. This force fosters agglomeration or dispersion
according to whether the T and the M−commodities are respectively good
or poor substitutes. By introducing this new force, which acts through the
northern and southernM -goods expenditure shares, we show that, according
to different values of the intersectoral elasticity of substitution, the symmetric
equilibrium might unstable for every value of trade costs. These results have
several implications. First, when the intersectoral elasticity of substitution is
allowed to vary from the unit value, the location patterns of firms may not be
affected by the market integration process: catastrophic agglomeration will
or will not occur unregarding the trade costs so that policy-makers should not
be concerned with the effect of market integration. Second, the intersectoral
elasticity of substitution becomes a crucial parameter in the analysis of the
location pattern of firms and, hence, on the relative welfare of northern and
southern agents. We will now explore such implications in detail.
3.3.1 Tobin’s q and Steady-state Allocations
Before analysing the equilibrium dynamics of firms’ allocation, it is worth
to review the analytical approach according to which such analysis will be
carried on. As in standard NEGG models, we will make use of the Tobin
q approach (Baldwin and Forslid 1999 and 2000). We know that the equi-
librium level of investment (production in the I sector) is characterized by
the equality of the stock market value of a unit of capital (denoted with the
symbol V ) and the replacement cost of capital, F . With E and E∗ constant
in steady state, the Euler equation gives us r = r∗ = ρ. Moreover, in steady
state, the growth rate of the world capital stockKw (or of the number of vari-
eties) will be constant and will either be common (g = g∗ in the interior case)
or north’s g (in the core-periphery case)10. In either case, the steady-state
10By time-differentiating sK = KKw , we obtain the dynamics of the share of manufac-
turing firms allocated in the north is
s˙K = sK (1− sK)
(
K˙
K
− K˙
∗
K∗
)
so that only two kinds of steady state (s˙K = 0) are possible: 1) one in which the rate of
growth of capital is equalized across countries (g = g∗), 2) one in which the manufacturing
industries are allocated and grow in only one region (sK = 0 or sK = 1).
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values of investing in new units of K are:
Vt =
pit
ρ+ g
;V ∗t =
pi∗t
ρ+ g
.
Firms’ profit maximization and iceberg trade-costs lead to the following
expression for northern and southern firms’ profits:
pi =
Ew
σKw
[
sE
sK + (1− sK)φµ(sK , φ) +
φ (1− sE)
φsK + (1− sK)µ
∗(sK , φ)
]
= B(sE, sK , φ)
Ew
σKw
(3.29)
pi∗ =
Ew
σKw
[
sEφ
sK + (1− sK)φµ(sK , φ) +
1− sE
φsK + (1− sK)µ
∗(sK , φ)
]
= B∗(sE, sK , φ)
Ew
σKw
(3.30)
where this expression differs from the standard NEGG in only one respect:
it relies on endogenous M−good expenditure shares which now depend on
sE, sK and φ.
By using (4.2), the labour market condition and the expression for north-
ern and southern profits, we obtain the following expression for the northern
and southern Tobin’s q:
q =
Vt
Ft
= B(sE, sK , φ)
Ew
(ρ+ g)σ
(3.31)
q∗ =
Vt
Ft
= B∗(sE, sK , φ)
Ew
(ρ+ g)σ
(3.32)
Where investment in K will take place? Firms will decide to invest in
the most-profitable region, i.e. in the region where Tobin’s q is higher. Since
firms are free to move and to born in the north or in the south (even though,
with capital immobility, firm’s owners are forced to spend their profits in
the region where their firm is located), a first condition characterizing any
interior equilibria (g = g∗) is the following:
q = q∗ = 1 (3.33)
The first equality (no-arbitrage condition) tells us that, in any interior
equilibrium, there will be no incentive for any firm to move to another region.
While the second (optimal investment condition) tells us that, in equilibrium,
firms will decide to invest up to a level such that the expected discounted
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value of the firm itself is equal to the replacement cost of capital. The latter
is crucial in order to find the expression for the rate of growth but it will not
help us in finding the steady state level of sK . Hence, we focus on the former.
By using (4.20), (4.21), (3.31) and (3.32) in (3.33) we find the steady-state
relation between northern expenditure share sE and northern firms’ share sK
which can be written as:
sE =
1
2
+
1
2
(
µ∗(sK , φ) (sK + (1− sK)φ)− µ(sK , φ) (φsK + (1− sK))
µ(sK , φ) (φsK + (1− sK)) + µ∗(sK , φ) (sK + (1− sK)φ)
)
The other relevant equilibrium condition is given by the definition of sE
when labour markets clear. This condition, also called permanent income
condition, gives us a relation between northern market size sE and the share
of firms owned by northern entrepreneurs sK :
sE =
E
Ew
=
L+ ρsK
2L+ ρ
=
1
2
+
ρ (2sK − 1)
2 (2L+ ρ)
(3.34)
By equating the right hand side of these two equation we are able to find
the relation between sK and sK that has to hold in every interior steady
state:
µ∗(sK , φ) (sK + (1− sK)φ)− µ(sK , φ) (φsK + (1− sK))
µ(sK , φ) (φsK + (1− sK)) + µ∗(sK , φ) (sK + (1− sK)φ) =
ρ (2sK − 1)
(2L+ ρ)
(3.35)
so that the steady state level of sK is one which satisfies the last condition.
It is easy to see that the symmetric allocation, sK =
1
2
, is always an
interior equilibrium. In this case, in fact, the latter condition becomes an
identity. In the appendix, we also show that the assumption according to
which 1
1−α < σ, assures that the symmetric equilibrium is also the unique
interior equilibrium.
As for the core-periphery equilibria, things are much simpler. We know
that s˙K = 0 also when sK = 0 or sK = 1. For simplicity, we focus on the
latter case keeping in mind that the other is perfectly symmetric. The core-
periphery outcome is an equilibrium if firms in the north set the investment
to the optimal level (q = 1) while firms in the south have no incentive to
invest (q∗ < 1).
To sum up, as in the standard CD approach with global spillovers, we
only have three possible equilibria: a symmetric equilibrium (sK =
1
2
) and
two core-periphery equilibria (sK = 0 or sK = 1). We will now study the
stability properties of such equilibria.
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3.3.2 Stability Analysis of the symmetric equilibrium
Following Baldwin and Martin (2004) we consider the ratio of northern and
southern Tobin’s q:
q
q∗
=
B(sE, sK , φ)
B∗(sE, sK , φ)
=
[
sE
sK+(1−sK)φµ(sK , φ) +
φ(1−sE)
φsK+(1−sK)µ
∗(sK , φ)
]
[
sEφ
sK+(1−sK)φµ(sK , φ) +
1−sE
φsK+(1−sK)µ
∗(sK , φ)
] = γ (sE, sK , φ)
(3.36)
Starting from an interior (and then symmetric) steady-state allocation
where γ (sE, sK , φ) = 1, any increase (decrease) in γ (sE, sK , φ) will make
investments in the north (south) more profitable and thus will lead to a
production shifting in the north (south). Hence the symmetric equilibrium
will be stable (and hence catastrophic agglomeration will not occur) if a
production shifting, say, in the north (∂sK > 0) will reduce γ (sE, sK , φ). By
contrast, if γ (sE, sK , φ) will increase following an increase in sK , then an
equilibrium is unstable and catastrophic agglomeration becomes a possible
outcome.
We remind that this method is the same employed by standard NEGG
models. The only and crucial difference is that, in our framework, the north-
ern and southern expenditure shares µ (sK , φ) and µ
∗ (sK , φ) play a crucial
role because their value is not fixed but it depends on geography (i.e.: firms’
allocation and trade costs). The key variable to look at is then the derivative
of γ (sE, sK , φ) with respect to sK .evaluated at sK =
1
2
. This derivative can
be written as:
∂γ (sE, sK , φ)
∂sK
∣∣∣∣
sK=sE=
1
2
=
(1− φ)
(1 + φ)
1
µ
(
1
2
, φ
) ( ∂µ
∂sK
− ∂µ
∗
∂sK
)
−4
(
1− φ
1 + φ
)2
+4
∂sE
∂sK
(1− φ)
(1 + φ)
(3.37)
The stability of the symmetric equilibrium is then determined by the
interplay of the the three forces given by:
• (1−φ)
(1+φ)
1
µ( 12 ,φ)
(
∂µ
∂sK
− ∂µ∗
∂sK
)
• 4
(
1−φ
1+φ
)2
• 4 ∂sE
∂sK
(1−φ)
(1+φ)
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The last two forces are the same we encounter in the standard NEGG
model and they are the formal representation of, respectively, the market-
crowding effect and the demand-linked effect. In the standard model, the
stability of the equilibrium is the result of the relative strength of these
only two forces. The first force represents the novelty of our model. In the
standard case, where µ∗ (sK , φ) = µ (sK , φ) = µ and then
∂µ
∂sK
= ∂µ
∗
∂sK
= 0,
this force just doesn’t exist. We dub this force as the substitution effect
in order to highlight the link between the existence of this force and a non-
unitary value of the intersectoral elasticity of substitution. As we will see in
detail below, the substitution effect might be a stabilizing (when negative) or
an destabilizing one (when positive) according to whether the manufactured
and the traditional good are respectively poor (α < 0) or good (α > 0)
substitutes.
But what is the economic intuition behind this force? Imagine a firm
moving from south to north (∂sK ≥ 0). For a given value of φ, this production
shifting, via the home-market effect, reduces the manufactured good price
index in the north and increases the one in the south. In the standard
case, where the manufactured and the traditional goods are neither good nor
poor substitutes, this relative change in the price levels has no effect on the
respective expenditure shares. By contrast when the intersectoral elasticity of
substitution is allowed to vary from the unitary value, the expenditure shares
change with the M−price index and hence with sK . In particular, when
the manufactured and the traditional goods are good substitutes (α > 0),
a reduction in the relative price level in the north leads to and increase(
∂µ
∂sK
≥ 0
)
in the northern expenditure shares and a decrease
(
∂µ∗
∂sK
≤ 0
)
in
the southern expenditure shares, then increasing the relative market size in
the north and then providing an (additional) incentive to the southern firms
to relocate in the north. The opposite ( ∂µ
∂sK
≤ 0 and ∂µ∗
∂sK
≥ 0) happens when
the manufactured and the traditional goods are poor substitutes (α < 0): in
this case, southern relative market size increases and this gives and incentive
for the moving firm to come back home. This is why, when the M and the
T goods are good substitutes the substitution effect acts as an destabilizing
force, while the opposite happens when the M and the T goods are poor
substitutes.
We can re-write (3.37) by using (3.20) and (3.21) which reveals that
∂µ
∂sK
= − ∂µ∗
∂sK
. Hence:
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∂γ (sE , sK , φ)
∂sK
∣∣∣∣
sK=sE=1/2
= 4
(
1− φ
1 + φ
)2 α (1− µ (1/2, φ))
(σ − 1) (1− α)︷ ︸︸ ︷
Substitution effect
−4
(
1− φ
1 + φ
)2
︷ ︸︸ ︷
Market-crowding effect
+4
(1− φ)
(1 + φ)
∂sE
∂sK︷ ︸︸ ︷
Demand-linked effect
Where, using the permanent income condition (3.34), we have ∂sE
∂sK
= ρ
2L+ρ
.
The symmetric equilibrium will be stable or unstable according to whether
the previous expression is positive or negative. Again, the only difference
with respect to the standard case is the presence of the first term in the
left-hand side, the substitution effect, which is in fact zero when α = 0.
It is easy to show that, since 1
1−α < σ, we always have:
4
(
1− φ
1 + φ
)2
α (1− µ (1/2, φ))
(σ − 1) (1− α)
Substitution effect
−4
(
1− φ
1 + φ
)2
Market-crowding effect
≤ 0 for any φ ∈ [0, 1]
(3.38)
so that the substitution effect will never offset the market-crowding effect11.
Moreover, analogously to the other two forces, the substitution effect will be
decreasing in the freeness of trade. Hence, the dynamic behavior of the ag-
glomeration process as a function of φ will not be qualitatively different from
the standard case: as φ decreases, each forces will reduce their intensity (in
absolute value) but the decrease of the Demand-linked effect will be slower.
Nevertheless, the presence of our additional force will introduce the pos-
sibility of an additional outcome which was excluded from the standard CD
case. In order to do that, we remind the notion of break-point, that is the
value of φ above which the stability of the interior equilibria is broken and
then an infinitesimal production shifting in the north (south) will trigger a
self-reinforcing mechanism which will lead to a core-periphery outcome. In
the standard CD case, since α = 0, we have that:
∂γ (sE, sK , φ)
∂sK
∣∣∣∣
sK=sE=1/2
≥ 0⇔ φ ≥ φCDB
where φCDB =
L
L+ρ
is the break-point level of the trade costs. Since φCDB ∈
(0, 1) , there is always a feasible value of the trade costs above which the
11From this result, we can derive a corollary for the capital mobility case. In this case,
sn should not equal sK and, above all, there is no permanent income condition so that
∂sE
∂sn
= 0. Hence the stability condition reduces to (3.38) and, just as in the standard case,
the symmetric steady-state is always stable when capital is mobile.
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interior equilibrium becomes from stable to unstable and then agglomeration
will take place.
In our model, it is not possible to calculate an explicit value for the break-
point. That’s because φ enters the expression for µ (1/2, φ) as a non-integer
power. Nonetheless, we can draw several implications from the existence of
the substitution effect. Let’s re-write the condition according to which the
symmetric equilibrium is unstable
(
∂γ(sE ,sK ,φ)
∂sK
∣∣∣
sK=sE=1/2
≥ 0
)
in this way:
α (1− µ (1/2, φ))
(σ − 1) (1− α) ≥
2 (L+ ρ)
(1− φ) (2L+ ρ)
(
φCDB − φ
)
(3.39)
We can notice that the sign of the left-hand side, being 2(L+ρ)
(1−φ)(2L+ρ) always
non-negative, is completely determined by
(
φCDB − φ
)
. First, note that in the
standard case, when α = 0, this condition reduces to:
φ > φCDB
so that, by definition, the equilibrium is unstable when the freeness of
trade is larger than the break-point level.
Secondly, note that in our model the right-hand side of (3.39) might be
strictly positive or negative according to whether α is positive or negative.
That means that the break-point in our model (call it φCESB ) might be higher
or lower than φCDB according to whether the intersectoral elasticity of substi-
tution is larger or smaller than 1. Formally:
φCESB > φ
CD
B ⇔ α > 0
φCESB < φ
CD
B ⇔ α < 0
In other words, and quite intuitively, the presence of an additional agglom-
eration force (the substitution effect when α > 0), shifts the break-point to a
lower level so that catastrophic agglomeration is a more likely and it occurs
for a larger set of values of φ. By contrast, when the substitution effect acts
as a dispersion force (α < 0), the break-point shifts to an upper level so that
catastrophic agglomeration is less likely as it occurs for a smaller set of values
of φ.
Thirdly, and most importantly, there is a set of parameters such that
φCESB < 0 and so catastrophic agglomeration may always occur for any value
of φ. To see this we should find two set of parameters such that the symmetric
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equilibrium is unstable even for φ = 0. That is, by rewriting (3.39) for φ = 0
and using the fact that φCDB =
L
L+ρ
, this condition reduces to:
α (1− µ (1/2, 0))
(σ − 1) (1− α) >
2L
2L+ ρ
which, expressing it in terms of α, becomes:
α >
2L (σ − 1)
(1− µ (1/2, 0)) (2L+ ρ) + 2L (σ − 1) > 0
which is a possible outcome, provided that 2L(σ−1)
(1−µ(1/2,0))(2L+ρ)+2L(σ−1) <
σ−1
σ
and so:
µ (1/2, 0) <
ρ
2L+ ρ
=
∂sK
∂sE
In this case, therefore, the symmetric equilibrium is unstable and then
catastrophic agglomeration always takes place for any feasible value of φ.
For the sake of precision, note that we are not able to show the opposite,
i.e. that when α is negative enough the break-point level of φ is larger than
1 and then agglomeration may never take place. To see this, just notice that
the substitution effect (4
(
1−φ
1+φ
)2
α(1−µ(1/2,φ))
(σ−1)(1−α) ) decreases with φ at the same
speed of the marked-crowding effect. Hence, for φ close enough to 1, the
agglomeration force (4 ρ
2L+ρ
(1−φ)
(1+φ)
) will always be larger in absolute value than
the sum of the two dispersion forces because it decreases at a lower speed12.
3.3.3 Stability analysis of the Core-Periphery Equilib-
rium
The share of expenditure in industrial goods is constant (s˙K = 0) even when
sK = 1 or sK = 0. Since the two core-periphery equilibria are perfectly
12For catastrophic agglomeration never to occur, we need that condition (3.39) never
hold even when φ is very close to 1. Formally, this condition can be written as
lim
φ→1
α (1− µ (1/2, φ))
(σ − 1) (1− α) < limφ→1−
2ρ
2L+ ρ
1
1− φ = −∞
Which can never be true for any negative finite value of α because the left-hand side
always take a finite value.
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symmetric, we just focus on the first where the north gets the core. By
following Baldwin and Martin (2004), for sK = 1 to be an equilibrium, it
must be that q = v/F = 1 and q∗ = V ∗/F ∗ < 1 for this distribution of
capital ownership: continuous accumulation is profitable in the north since
v = F , but V ∗ < F so no southern agent would choose to setup a new firm.
Defining the core-periphery equilibrium this way, it implies that it is stable
whenever it exists. By using (3.34) and (3.32) we conclude that, at sK = 1
implies:
q (sK , sE, φ)|sK=1 =
[(L+ ρ)µ(1, φ) + Lµ∗(1, φ)]
(ρ+ g)σ
= 1
q∗ (sK , sE, φ)|sK=1 =
[(L+ ρ)φ2µ(1, φ) + Lµ∗(1, φ)]
φσ (ρ+ g)
< 1
From the first we can derive the value of the growth rate of world capital
in the core-periphery outcome gCP which, in this case, coincides with north’s
capital:
gCP =
L (µ(1, φ) + µ∗(1, φ))− ρ (σ − µ(1, φ))
σ
(3.40)
By substituting in q∗ < 1, this condition collapses to:
φ >
L
L+ ρ
µ∗(1, φ)
µ (1, φ)
(3.41)
The solution of this inequality yields the sustain point of our model (call it
φS), i.e., the value of the freeness of trade φ above which the core-periphery
equilibrium exists and it is stable. Even though this inequality cannot be
solved explicitly, yet we can draw several useful observation by analysing it.
First notice that, when α = 0, we have that µ∗(1, φ) = µ (1, φ) = µ and
this condition reduces to:
φ > φCDS =
L
L+ ρ
as in the standard case (where φCDS = φ
CD
B =
L
L+ρ
).
Secondly, if we allow α to be different from 0, we conclude that:
α > 0⇔ φS < φCDS =
L
L+ ρ
α < 0⇔ φS > φCDS =
L
L+ ρ
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These results represents a confirmation of our previous intuitions related
to the symmetric equilibrium. When the substitution effect behaves as an
additional agglomeration force (α > 0), then catastrophic agglomeration
is more likely and the core-periphery equilibrium becomes stable for lower
values of the freeness of trade. By contrast, when the substitution effect
behaves as an additional dispersion force, then catastrophic agglomeration
is less likely to occur and the core-periphery equilibrium becomes stable for
higher values of the freeness of trade.
As in the symmetric case, we are not able to find a set of parameters’
value such that the core-periphery is never reached for every level of trade
costs , i.e. such that φCESS > 1. Indeed:
φCESS = φ
CD
S
µ∗(1, φ)
µ(1, φ)
> 1 =⇒ µ∗(1, φ) > L+ ρ
L
µ(1, φ)
which is never true for φ = 1 taken into account in our model. Instead the
condition according to which the core-periphery is reached for any value of
trade costs is:
φCESS = φ
CD
S
µ∗(1, φ)
µ(1, φ)
< 1 =⇒ µ∗(1, φ) < L+ ρ
L
µ(1, φ)
that is reached for φ = 0 provided that µ(1, 0) > L/ (L+ ρ) .
Summarizing, from the stability analysis we can draw many interesting
conclusions. Our model displays a new force: the substitution effect, which
fosters agglomeration (dispersion) if agriculture and manufacture are good
(poor) substitutes. In case of good substitutability between the traditional
and the modern good agglomeration is reached for lower levels, and for some
values of parameters is reached for every level of trade costs. By contrast in
case of poor substitutability between the traditional and the modern good
agglomeration is reached only for higher levels of freeness of trade.
3.4 Geography and Integration always mat-
ter for Growth
A well-established result in the NEGG literature (Balwin Martin and Otta-
viano 2001, Baldwin and Martin 2004, Baldwin et al. 2004) is that geography
matters for growth only when spillovers are localized. In particular, with
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localized spillovers, the cost of innovation is minimized when the whole man-
ufacturing sector is located in only one region. If this is the case, innovating
firms have a higher incentive to invest in new units of knowledge capital with
respect to a situation in which manufacturing firms are dispersed in the two
regions. Thereby the rate of growth of new units of knowledge capital g is
maximized in the core-periphery equilibrium and ”agglomeration is good for
growth”. When spillovers are global, this is not the case: innovation costs
are unaffected by the geographical allocation of firms and the aggregate rate
of growth is identical in the two equilibria being common in the symmetric
one (g = g∗) or north’s g in the core-periphery one. Moreover, in the stan-
dard case, market integration have no direct influence on the rate of growth
which is not dependent on φ. When spillovers are localized, trade costs may
have an indirect influence on the rate of growth by affecting the geographical
allocation of firms: when trade costs are reduced below the break point level,
the symmetric equilibrium becomes unstable and the resulting agglomeration
process, by lowering the innovation cost, is growth-enhancing. But even this
indirect influence will not exist when spillovers are global.
In what follows, we will question these conclusions. We will show that in
our more general context (i.e. when the intersectoral elasticity of substitu-
tion is not necessarily unitary), geography and integration always matters for
growth, even in the case when spillovers are global. In particular we show
that
1. Market integration has always a direct effect on growth: when the in-
tersectoral elasticity of substitution is larger than 1, then market in-
tegration (by increasing the share of expenditures in manufactures) is
always good for growth. Otherwise, when goods are poor substitutes,
integration is bad for growth.
2. The geographical allocation of firms always matters for growth: the rate
of growth in the symmetric equilibrium differs from the rate of growth in
core-periphery one. In particular, growth is faster (slower) in symmetry
if the share of global expenditure dedicated to manufactures is higher
(lower) in symmetry than in the core-periphery. If this is the case, then
agglomeration is bad (good) for growth
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3.4.1 Growth and economic integration
We now look for the formal expression of the growth rate in both the symmet-
ric and the core-periphery equilibrium. As we have seen, the expression for
the growth rate can be found by making use of the optimal investment con-
dition (3.33). By using (3.31), (3.32) we find that, in the interior equilibrium
we should have:
gS = B(sE, sK , φ)
Ew
σ
− ρ = B∗(sE, sK , φ)E
w
σ
− ρ
In the symmetric equilibrium we have sK = sE =
1
2
, so that, by us-
ing (4.20) and (4.21) we know that B(1
2
, 1
2
, φ) = B∗(1
2
, 1
2
, φ) = µ
(
1
2
, φ
)
and
therefore:
gS = µ
(
1
2
, φ
)
Ew
σ
− ρ
Finally, we know that Ew = 2L+ ρ so that we can write:
gS =
2Lµ
(
1
2
, φ
)− ρ (σ − µ (1
2
, φ
))
σ
(3.42)
It is easy to see that:
∂gS
∂φ
=
∂µ
(
1
2
, φ
)
∂φ
2L+ ρ
σ
and by (3.22) and (3.23) we conclude that:
∂gS
∂φ
> 0⇔ α > 0
∂gS
∂φ
< 0⇔ α < 0
∂gS
∂φ
= 0⇔ α = 0
so that integration is good for growth if and only if the traditional and the
manufacturing goods are good substitutes. In the standard approach, the
special case when α = 0, integration has no effect on growth.
In the core-periphery equilibrium, innovation takes place in only one re-
gion (say, the north) so that sK = 1 and g > g
∗ = 0. The expression of the
growth rate is the same we have encountered in the previous section (3.40):
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gCP =
L (µ(1, φ) + µ∗(1, φ))− ρ (σ − µ(1, φ))
σ
The relation between growth and integration is not qualitatively different
from the symmetric equilibrium. In particular we have:
∂gCP
∂φ
=
L
σ
(
∂µ(1, φ)
∂φ
+
∂µ∗(1, φ)
∂φ
)
+
ρ
σ
∂µ(1, φ)
∂φ
(3.43)
so that, similarly to the symmetric case:
∂gCP
∂φ
> 0⇔ α > 0
∂gCP
∂φ
< 0⇔ α < 0
∂gCP
∂φ
= 0⇔ α = 0
We conclude that the relation between growth and market integration
is not qualitatively affected by the geographical location of firms: both in
symmetry and in core-periphery this relation is only affected by the value of
α. In both equilibria, when α is positive, so that the intersectoral elasticity
of substitution is larger than unity, the policy maker should promote policies
toward market integration in order to maximize the (common) growth rate.
By contrast, if we accept that the two kinds of goods are poor substitutes,
then policies favoring economic integration are growth-detrimental and if the
policy-maker is growth-oriented then he should avoid them. In any case, the
growth rate in the standard case (where growth is unaffected by φ and is
identical in the symmetric and core-periphery equilibrium) is obtained as a
special case (α = 0).
What is the economic intuition behind this result? We should first con-
sider that growth is positively affected by the total expenditure share in
manufacturing goods at the world level: an increase in this variable would
increase manufacturing profits, raising Tobin’s q and then incentives to in-
vest. As a result, growth will be higher. Then, any policy instrument able
to increase total expenditure on manufacturing goods at the world level will
fasten economic growth. The issue is then: what are the determinants of the
total expenditure share on manufactures at the world level? From our previ-
ous analysis we know that, with CES intermediate utility function, northern
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and southern expenditure shares depend on the geographical location of firms
(sK) and on the degree of economic integration φ. We leave the first deter-
minant aside for a moment and we concentrate on the second. A reduction
in the cost of trade will always bring to a reduction in the price index for
the manufacturing goods in both regions. However, this reduction will have
opposite effect on µ (·) and µ∗ (·) according to whether the intersectoral elas-
ticity of substitution is larger or smaller than 1. In the first case, since the
traditional good (which is now relatively more expensive) can be easily re-
placed by the industrial goods, the expenditure shares on the latters will
increase in both regions, and this will also increase the growth rate. By con-
trast, when the traditional good cannot be easily replaced by the industrial
goods, a reduction in the price index of industrial goods may increase total
expenditure but it will decrease its share of expenditure in both regions. As
a result, any integration-oriented policy will also reduce growth.
3.4.2 Growth and firms’ location
Since the only two possible kinds of equilibria are the symmetric and the
core-periphery allocation, in order to find the relation between geographical
location of firms and growth, we just need to compare (3.42) with (3.43). We
then have:
gS > gCP ⇔ µ
(
1
2
, φ
)
> scpE µ (1, φ) + (1− scpE )µ∗ (1, φ) (3.44)
where scpE =
L+ρ
2L+ρ
is the market size of the north when the whole industry
is concentrated in this region (sK = 1). In other words, growth in the
symmetric equilibrium will be faster than in the core-periphery equilibrium
if and only if the industrial-goods’ expenditure share in manufactures in the
symmetric equilibrium (which is common in the two regions), is larger than
a weighted average of the industrial goods’ expenditure share in the core-
periphery equilibrium in the two regions, where the weights are given by the
reciprocal regional market sizes. What is important in this case is then the
relative importance of the industrial goods in the consumption bundle at
the world level. If at the world level the industrial good is relatively more
important in the symmetric equilibrium than in the core-periphery one, then
agglomeration is bad for growth and a growth-oriented policy-maker should
promote policies which favor dispersion of economic activities. It is worth to
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note that this condition is not trivial at all since we have:
α > 0⇔ µ (1, φ) > µ
(
1
2
, φ
)
> µ∗ (1, φ)
α < 0⇔ µ∗ (1, φ) > µ
(
1
2
, φ
)
> µ (1, φ)
A further analysis of condition (3.44), e.g. by using (3.25) and (3.26),
will not provide any significant insight. The validity of condition (3.44) is
highly dependent on the curvature of µ (·) and µ∗ (·) with respect to sK and
its analysis does not provide any relevant economic intuition.
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3.5 Conclusions
In this chapter we make a first attempt to introduce endogenously determined
expenditure shares in a New Economic Geography and Growth model. We
do this by allowing the intersectoral elasticity of substitution to be differ-
ent from the unit value and we show how this slight change in the model
assumptions leads to different outcomes in terms of the dynamic of equilib-
rium allocation of economic activities, the equilibrium growth prospect and
the policy insights.
Concerning the dynamic of allocation of economic activities, our model
displays three main results: 1) when the modern and the traditional goods
are poor substitutes, the substitution effect acts a dispersion force hence
the agglomeration outcome can be reached for level of trade openness which
are higher with respect to the standard case; 2) when the traditional and
the industrial goods are good substitutes, the substitution effects acts an
agglomeration force hence agglomeration is reached for lower degree of market
openness; 3) there are values of parameters such that the degree of integration
is irrelevant because agglomeration can be reached for whatever level of trade
costs.
From the growth perspective, results are even more relevant: 1) unlike
the standard NEGG models, the growth rate is influenced by the allocation
of economic activities even in absence of localized knowledge spillovers and
2) the degree of economic integration always affects the rate of growth, being
growth-detrimental if the intersectoral elasticity of substitution is lower than
unity and being growth-enhancing in the opposite case. We are then able
to provide a rationale for the rather counterintuitive conclusion according to
which an integration-oriented policy rule is bad for growth.
The policy implications of our analysis are relevant. A first message of
our model is that policy makers should not blindly rely on standard NEGG
models’ suggestions because some of their main results are highly dependent
on the underlying assumptions. A typical example is the well-established
result stating that policy makers should not try to avoid the agglomera-
tion of economic activities because the concentration of the innovative and
the increasing returns sectors will increase growth at a global level when
spillovers are localized. This conclusion does not take into account the fact
that the incentive to invest in new units of capital (and thereby the growth
rate) depends on the Dixit-Stiglitz operating profits of manufacturing firms,
that in our model is influenced by the share of expenditure in the modern
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goods. If the average regional expenditure share in this sector is higher in
the symmetric equilibrium than in case of agglomeration, then firms’ profits
are higher when the economic activities are dispersed among the two regions
and concentrating them in only one region will reduce economic growth.
A second message we carry out is that policies should take into account
the crucial role of the intersectoral elasticity of substitution. To our knowl-
edge, there are no empirical studies assessing the value of this parameter
in the context of a NEG model. An empirical analysis of the intersectoral
elasticity of substitution would be an expected follow-up of our analysis and
would be highly needed in order to assess the relative empirical relevance of
the theoretical results we have obtained.
3.6 Appendix
The dynamic of our model is described by three differential equations. Indeed
we have two Euler equations (one for each region) representing the evolution
of expenditure along time and another equation representing the evolution
of capital location:
E˙
E
=
1
σ
[
µE (1− φ) (1− sK)
sK + (1− sK)φ +
µ∗E∗ (φ− 1) (1− sK)
φsK + (1− sK)
]
− 2L+ E∗ + E − ρ
E˙∗
E∗
=
1
σ
[
µE (φ− 1) sK
sK + (1− sK)φ +
µ∗E∗ (1− φ) sK
φsK + (1− sK)
]
− 2L+ E∗ + E − ρ
s˙K = L (1− 2sK)+1
σ
[
(1− φ)µEsK (1− sK)
sK + (1− sK)φ +
(φ− 1)µ∗E∗sK (1− sK)
φsK + (1− sK)
]
−E+sK (E∗ + E)
The steady state of the system is given by the values (E¯, E¯∗, s¯K) such
that E˙, E˙∗, s˙K = 0. The steady state values of the state variables are:
E¯ = L+ ρsK
E¯ = L+ ρ (1− sK)
s¯Ksym =
1
2
s¯Kcp = 1
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Let’s now assess the local stability of the system13. By applying the lineariza-
tion theorem of Hartman & Grobman (1959, 1960a) around the symmetric
steady state we obtain the following Jacobian matrix:
J =

(
L+ ρ
2
) (
1− (−1+φ)
Λ(1+φ)σ
) (
L+ ρ
2
) (
1 + (−1+φ)
Λ(1+φ)σ
)
− (−1+φ)2(2L+ρ)2(−Λ(−1+σ)+α∆)
(−1+α)Λ2(−1+σ)σ(1+φ)2(
L+ ρ
2
) (
1 + (−1+φ)
Λ(1+φ)σ
) (
L+ ρ
2
) (
1− (−1+φ)
Λ(1+φ)σ
)
(−1+φ)2(2L+ρ)2(−Λ(−1+σ)+α∆)
(−1+α)Λ2(−1+σ)σ(1+φ)2
1
4
(
−2− 2(−1+φ)
Λ(1+φ)σ
)
1
4
(
2 + 2(−1+φ)
Λ(1+φ)σ
)
ρ− (−1+φ)2(2L+ρ)(−Λ(−1+σ)+α∆)
(−1+α)Λ2(−1+σ)σ(1+φ)2

Where we have defined for the sake of simplicity:
Υ =
((
1− δ
δ
) 1
1−α
(
1 + φ
2
) α
(1−α)(1−σ)
)
Λ = (1 + Υ)
∆ = (−1 + σ +Υσ)
For a three dimensional system the basic form of the characteristic poly-
nomial is:
det(J)− CΘ+ tr(J)Θ2 −Θ3
where det and tr are respectively the trace and the determinant of the
Jacobian matrix, and C is the sum of its principal minors. By solving the
characteristic polynomial we find the eigenvalues that we dub as Θ1, Θ2 and
Θ3.
The first eigenvalue Θ1 is equal to 2L + ρ as in Baldwin, Martin and
Ottaviano (2001) with global spillovers, and is positive for all values of trade
costs. The second and third eigenvalues Θ2 and Θ3 switch sign from negative
to positive (leading the symmetric equilibrium from stable to unstable) as
the according to the following condition:
Λ > (<)
α (−1 + φ) [2L+ ρ]
(1 + φ) (−1 + σ) (1 + α) + (φ− 1) (2L+ ρ) (ασ + 1− σ) ⇐⇒ Θ2,Θ3 > (<)0
Hence after that trade costs have overcome a certain threshold, the sym-
metric equilibrium looses its stability and the system moves to the other
13The whole numerical analysis was carried out with Mathematica and is available upon
request
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steady-state equilibrium, the core-periphery one (indeed we have shown that
there are no others interior equilibria). Thus we have a supercritical pitchfork
bifurcation. We are able to show that the switching condition for the system
to loose stability is analogous to the intuitive approach presented in section
(3.2). Indeed let’s start from the ratio of northern and southern Tobin’s q
evaluated at the symmetric steady state:
∂γ (sE, sK , φ)
∂sK
∣∣∣∣
sΥ=sE=1/2
= 4
(
1− φ
1 + φ
)2
α (1− µ (1/2, φ))
(σ − 1) (1− α)︷ ︸︸ ︷
Substitution
−4
(
1− φ
1 + φ
)2
︷ ︸︸ ︷
Market-crowding
+4
(1− φ)
(1 + φ)
ρ
(2L+ ρ)︷ ︸︸ ︷
Demand-linked
As we know the symmetric equilibrium will be stable or unstable according to
whether the previous expression is positive or negative, i.e. if
(
∂γ(sE ,sK ,φ)
∂sK
∣∣∣
sK=sE=1/2
> (<)0
)
.
Knowing that:
µ (1/2, φ) =
1(
1 +
(
1−δ
δ
) 1
1−α
(
1+φ
2
) α
(1−α)(1−σ)
) = 1
1 + Υ
=
1
Λ
the ratio of northern and southern Tobin’s q can be written in the following
way:
∂γ (sE, sK , φ)
∂sK
∣∣∣∣
sΥ=sE=1/2
= − (−1 + φ)α (Λ− 1)
(−1 + σ) (1− α) Λ (1 + φ)+
(−1 + φ)
(1 + φ)
+
ρ
(2L+ ρ)
By rearranging the terms we find that the symmetric equilibrium switches
from stable to unstable according to the following condition:
Λ > (<)
α (−1 + φ) [2L+ ρ]
(1 + φ) (−1 + σ) (1 + α) + (φ− 1) (2L+ ρ) (ασ + 1− σ) ⇐⇒
∂γ (sE , sK , φ)
∂sK
∣∣∣∣
sK=sE=1/2
> (<)0
Thereby the formal and the intuitive approaches are equivalent.
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Chapter 4
Intersectoral Spillovers and
Real Income Growth
4.1 Introduction
The most sounding policy implication of the introduction of the endogenous
growth in an economic geography framework is that economic policies aimed
at bringing to a more equal distribution of economic activities, such as new
infrastructures or direct money flows directed toward the less developed re-
gions, may determine a decrease in the spatial concentration of economic
activities as well as a lower real growth rate at aggregate level. This is be-
cause in presence of intertemporal localized knowledge spillovers in R&D
the spatial concentration of innovation activities brings to a lower cost of
producing new commodities and then to a higher real growth rate. Thus
there exists a trade-off between equity (meant as a spread out distribution
of economic activities) and growth at aggregate level. According to this con-
clusion it is preferable a more specialized and agglomerated economy, even if
the immobile workers of the periphery could be harmed by the higher trans-
port costs they have to pay on the imported innovative varieties. Indeed
workers remaining in the region where there is no longer innovative sector
face two opposite welfare effects. The first one is a static negative effect
that is determined by the fact that the same workers have to pay transport
costs on the varieties imported. The second one is a positive dynamic effect
implied by the fact that if the innovative sector is concentrated, in case of
intertemporal localized knowledge spillovers the growth rate will be higher.
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Hence the increase in economic growth led by agglomeration can be the wel-
fare counterpart of the static loss determined by an increase in transport
costs. We question this optimistic conclusion by building a NEGG model
based on Baldwin, Martin and Ottaviano (2001) with an additional sector
producing Non-tradable goods (services). In our work the mechanisms of
agglomeration and the nominal growth rate analysis are equal to the bench-
mark case.When we instead turn to the analysis of the real growth rate, we
deviate from the standard NEGG framework. The central and innovative
element in our analysis is the introduction of the Non-tradable sector, the
services, which are produced under perfect competition and constant returns
to scale, and are not interregionally traded 1. Firms’ profits optimization in
perfect competition implies that the price level depends upon the wage rate,
that is driven to unit due to intersectoral mobility of workers, and the labor
units requirements, that is a proxy for productivity. We specify intersectoral
spillovers from innovation to services in the following way: the productivity
parameter in the labor units requirements is a negative function of the out-
put of innovation. Hence the higher the stock of knowledge capital in one
region, the more productive are services because their labor requirement for
production is lower. In fact real growth rates in the two regions are allowed
to diverge when the innovation allocation pattern differs from the symmetric
one. This result is a novelty in the standard theoretical NEGG literature
where regional gap in real growth rate is always zero. Indeed in the standard
NEGG models real GDP and consumption growth rate is the same in the
two regions both in the interior equilibrium (where both are innovating) and
in the core-periphery equilibria (where only one is doing so). This is due to
the fact that real growth is determined by the constant decrease in the price
index that is driven by a continuously widening range of varieties which is
common to the two regions. Instead in our work the real growth is not only
due to the decrease in the price index of varieties, but also to the decrease of
the price index in the services that depends on the rate of innovation. In the
symmetric equilibrium the innovative sector is present in both regions hence
the rate of decrease in the service price index is the same. On the contrary
in case of agglomeration the innovation sector is present only in one region
hence the rate of decrease in the services price index in the periphery is zero.
1It might be objected that in the current stage of globalization also services start to
be interregionally and internationally traded, but we think that the traded portion is so
small that can be neglected
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Thus by assuming intersectoral and localized knowledge spillovers from the
innovation sector to the service sector, we show that innovation (and thereby
manufacture) allocation affects regional real growth. Our innovative result
has strong policy implications because it suggests that concentrating indus-
tries in only one region determines for the periphery not only the aforemen-
tioned static loss due to transport costs, but also a dynamic loss in terms of
lower real growth rate. Moreover, by analyzing the trade-off between the dy-
namic gains of agglomeration (due to localized intertemporal spillovers) and
the dynamic loss of agglomeration (due to localized intersectoral spillovers),
we also discuss different notions of optimal level of agglomeration.
The rest of the chapter is structured as follows: section 2 presents the
analytical framework, section 3 deals with the mechanisms of agglomeration,
section 4 develops the analysis of the growth rate, section 5 discusses different
notions of optimal level of agglomeration and section 6 concludes.
4.2 The Analytical Framework
4.2.1 The structure of the economy
In our analysis we assume two regions symmetric in terms of technology,
preferences, transport costs and initial endowments. Each region is endowed
with two production factors: labour L and capitalK. Four production sectors
are active in each region: Modern (manufacture)M, Traditional (agriculture)
T , capital producing sector I and a services producing sector S. Labour is
assumed to be immobile across regions but mobile across sectors within the
same region. The Traditional good is freely traded between regions whilst
manufacture is subject to iceberg trade costs2 (Samuelson, 1954). For the
sake of simplicity we will focus on the northern region3.
The manufactures are produced under Dixit-Stiglitz monopolistic compe-
tition (Dixit and Stiglitz, 1977) and enjoy increasing returns to scale: firms
face a fixed cost in terms of knowledge capital. In fact it is assumed that for
producing a variety is required a unit of knowledge interpreted as a blueprint,
an idea, a new technology, a patent, or a machinery. Moreover firms face a
variable cost aM in terms of labor. Thereby the cost function is pi + waIxi,
2It is assumed that a portion of the good traded melts in transit.
3Unless differently stated, the southern expressions are isomorphic
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where pi is the rental rate of capital, w is the wage rate and aM are the unit
of labor necessary to produce a unit of output xi.
Each region’s K is produced by its I-sector which produces one unit of
K with aI unit of labour. So the production and marginal cost function for
the I-sector are, respectively
K˙ = QK =
LI
aI
(4.1)
F = waI (4.2)
Note that this unit of capital in equilibrium is also the fixed cost F of
the manufacturing sector. As one unit of capital is required to start a new
variety, the number of varieties and of firms at the world level is simply equal
to the capital stock at the world level: K +K∗ = Kw. We denote n and n∗
as the number of firms located in the north and south respectively. As one
unit of capital is required per firm we also know that: n + n∗ = nw = Kw.
However, depending on the assumptions we make on capital mobility, the
stock of capital produced and owned by one region may or may not be equal
to the number of firms producing in that region. In the case of capital
mobility, the capital may be produced in one region but the firm that uses
this capital unit may be operating in another region. Hence, when capital is
mobile, the number of firms located in one region is generally different from
the stock of capital owned by this region.
To individual I-firms, the innovation cost aI is a parameter. However,
following Romer (1990), endogenous and sustained growth is provided by
assuming that the marginal cost of producing new capital declines (i.e., aI
falls) as the sector’s cumulative output rises. In our specification, learn-
ing spillovers are assumed to be localised. The cost of innovation can be
expressed as
aI =
1
AKw
(4.3)
where A ≡ sn+λ (1− sn), 0 < λ < 1 measures the degree of globalization
of learning spillovers and sn = n/n
w is the share of firms allocated in the
north. The south’s cost function is isomorphic, that is, F ∗ = w∗/KwA∗
where A∗ = λsn + 1− sn. For the sake of simplicity in the model version we
examine, capital depreciation is ignored4.
4See Baldwin (2000) and Baldwin et al. (2004) for similar analysis with depreciation
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Because the number of firms, varieties and capital units is equal, the
growth rate of the number of varieties, on which we focus, is therefore
g ≡ K˙
K
; g∗ ≡ K˙
∗
K∗
(4.4)
Finally, the T -sector produces a homogenous good in perfect competition
and constant returns to scale. By choice of units, one unit of T is made with
one unit of L.
4.2.2 The Services Sector
What are the reasons for introducing a new sector and for its underlying
assumptions? We introduce the Services because we want to show that in
a NEGG framework the introduction of an intersectoral spillover between
innovation and a Non-tradable sector would lead to a different real growth
rate in the two regions. Moreover the new sector has to be non tradable
because otherwise the price benefits determined by the intersectoral spillovers
would be transmitted between the regions through commerce.
The S−sector works in perfect completion and constant returns to scale,
with aS(·) units of labour necessary to produce one unit of output. The
S−sector production function is:
S =
LS
aS (·) (4.5)
where S is the quantity of services produced at north, LS is the share of
labor devoted to Services production and aS(·) are the labor units require-
ments. The perfect competition profits are given by:
piS = pSS − wSLS
piS = pS
LS
aS (·) − wSLS
Hence firm’s optimization implies the following pricing rule:
pS = wSaS(·) (4.6)
As we can see the price level depends upon the wage rate and the labor
units requirements, that is a proxy for the productivity of the firm. We
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assume knowledge intersectoral spillovers from innovation to services: the
productivity parameter is a negative function of the output of innovation:
i.e. the higher is K (or K∗ in the south), the more productive are Services
because their labor requirement is lower. Hence we have for the north and
the south respectively:
∂aS(K)
∂K
< 0
∂a∗S(K
∗)
∂K∗
< 0
4.2.3 Preferences and consumers’ behavior
The infinitely-live representative consumer’s optimization is carried out in
three stages. In the first stage the agent intertemporally allocates consump-
tion between expenditure and savings. In the second stage she allocates
expenditure between M- and T-goods, while in the last stage she allocates
manufacture expenditure across varieties. The preferences structure of the
infinitely-live representative agent are given by:
Ut =
∫ ∞
t=0
e−ρt lnQtdt (4.7)
Qt = ln
(
CαMC
β
TC
γ
S
)
(4.8)
CM =
[∫ K+K∗
i=0
c
1−1/σ
i di
] 1
1−1/σ
α+ β + γ = 1 (4.9)
As a result of the intertemporal optimization program, the path of con-
sumption expenditure E across time is given by the standard Euler equation:
E˙
E
= r − ρ (4.10)
with the interest rate r satisfying the no-arbitrage-opportunity condition
between investment in the safe asset and capital accumulation:
r =
pi
F
+
F˙
F
(4.11)
where pi is the rental rate of capital and F its asset value which, due to
perfect competition in the I-sector, is equal to its marginal cost of production.
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In the second stage of the utility maximization the agent chooses how to
allocate the expenditure between M-, S- and the T- good according to the
following optimization program:
max
CM ,CT ,CS
Qt = ln
(
CαMC
β
TC
γ
S
)
(4.12)
s.t. E = PMCM + pTCT + pSCS
The objective function is:
L : ln
(
CαMC
β
TC
γ
S
)
+ η (E − PMCM − pTCT − pSCS)
Yielding the following demand functions:
CM = α
E
PM
CT = β
E
pT
CS = γ
E
pS
where pT is the price of the Traditional good, pS is the price of services,
and PM =
[∫ K+K∗
i=0
pi
1−σ
] 1
1−σ
is the Dixit-Stiglitz price index. It is clear that
the shares of expenditure in the three types of goods are constant.
Finally, in the third stage, the amount of M− goods expenditure αE
is allocated across varieties according to the a CES demand function for a
typical M variety cj =
p−σj
P 1−σM
αE, where pj is variety j’s consumer price.
4.2.4 The no-specialization condition
Due to perfect competition in the T -sector, the price of the agricultural good
must be equal to the wage of the T-sector’s workers: pT = wT . Moreover,
as long as both regions produce some T, the assumption of free trade in T
implies that not only price, but also wages are equalized across regions. It is
therefore convenient to choose home labour as numeraire so that
pT = p
∗
T = wT = w
∗
T = 1
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Unfortunately it’s not always the case that both regions produce some T .
Hence for avoiding complete specialization we have to assume that a single
country’s labour endowment must be insufficient to meet global demand.
Formally:
L = L∗ < βEw
where sE =
E
Ew
is the northern expenditure share and Ew = E + E∗.
The purpose of making this assumption, which is standard in most NEGG
models5, is to maintain M -sector and T -sector wages fixed at the unit value:
since labour is mobile across sector, as long as the T - sector is present in
both regions, a simple arbitrage condition would suggest that wages of the
two sectors cannot differ. Hence, M− and S−sector wages are tied to T
-sector wages which, in turn, remain fixed at the level of the unit price of the
T-good. Therefore:
wM = w
∗
M = wT = w
∗
T = wS = w
∗
S = w = 1 (4.13)
Finally, since wages are uniform and all varieties’ demands have the
same constant elasticity σ, firms’ profit maximization yields local and export
prices that are identical for all varieties no matter where they are produced:
p = waM
σ
σ−1 . Then, by imposing the normalization aM =
σ−1
σ
and equation
(4.13), we finally have;
p = w = 1 (4.14)
As usual, since trade in M is impeded by iceberg import barriers, prices
for markets abroad are higher:
p∗ = τp; τ ≥ 1
By labeling as pijM the price of a particular variety produced in region i
and sold in region j (so that pij = τpii) and by imposing p = 1, theM−goods
price indexes might be expressed as follows
PM =
[∫ n
0
(pNNM )
1−σdi+
∫ n∗
0
(pSNM )
1−σdi
] 1
1−σ
= (sn + (1− sn)φ)
1
1−σ nw
1
1−σ
(4.15)
5See Bellone and Maupertuis (2003) for an analysis of the implications of removing this
assumption.
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P ∗M =
[∫ n
0
(pNSM )
1−σdi+
∫ n∗
0
(pSSM )
1−σdi
] 1
1−σ
= (φsn + 1− sn)
1
1−σ nw
1
1−σ
(4.16)
where φ = τ 1−σ is the so called ”phi-ness of trade” which ranges from 0
(prohibitive trade) to 1 (costless trade).
4.3 Mechanisms of Agglomeration
The mechanisms of agglomeration are the same of the standard model. In-
deed the introduction of a Non-tradable sector and of intersectoral spillovers
between innovation and services do not affect the dynamics of the system. As
in the standard NEGG with local spillovers agglomeration in our model is de-
termined by the interaction between two destabilizing forces, market access
effect and localised spillovers effect, and one stabilizing force, the market
crowding effect. The market access effect is due to the fact that industri-
alized regions are more attractive because their market is larger while the
localised spillovers effect is determined by the fact that innovation activity
is more productive in the region owning a higher capital share. By contrast
the dispersion force called market crowding effect is given by the fact that in
the more industrialized regions there is higher competition. When transport
costs are high the market crowding effect is stronger than the market access
and the localised spillovers effects. On the contrary when trade costs become
to fall the strength of the market crowding effect weakens faster than the
market access effect and the localised spillovers effects (which is not affected
by trade costs) thereby leading to agglomeration. The market access effect
is led by a mechanism called demand-linked circular causality : production
shiftings lead to expenditure shiftings through the permanent income hy-
pothesis. This in turn fosters further production shiftings because in the
region where the expenditure is higher there is more incentive to invest in
new firms. Instead the localised spillovers effect gives rise to a cost-linked
circular causality: an increase in the share of capital in one region makes the
innovators more productive and boosts the investments thereby feedbacking
the mechanism. Alike the standard model, there is agglomeration only in
case of capital immobility because the reward of the mobile factor is spent
locally. By contrast in capital mobility case it is assumed that the reward
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of the mobile factor (in this case firms’ profits) is spent not in the region
where capital is employed, but in the region where the owners of capital live.
Assuming that profits are repatriated rules out the demand-linked circular
causality because capital movements lead to production shiftings that are not
followed by expenditure shiftings, thus the demand-linkage is cut6. Moreover
the decision to accumulate capital will be identical in both regions so that
the initial shares of capital are permanent. The equilibrium dynamics of
the system is assessed by the mean of the Tobin’ q approach (Baldwin and
Forslid, 1999 and 2000). According to the microfoundation of investment
theory a firm invests in an additional unit of capital only if its own cost is at
least equal to the discounted value of the future stream of profits:
q = V/F ≥ 1
The cost of a unit of capital (replacement cost) is:
F = aI =
1
KwA
Instead the value of a unit of capital is given by operating profits discounted
for the rate of intertemporal preferences and the rate of growth. Concerning
the rate of intertemporal preferences, given that expenditure in both regions
is constant in steady state (E˙ = E˙∗ = 0) by Euler equation r = r∗ = ρ.
Instead for what concerns the nominal growth rate, in steady state it will be
constant and will either be common (g = g∗ in the interior symmetric case)
or north’s g (in the core-periphery case). This because the control variable
of the system is the share of manufacturing firms allocated in the north sK .
Differencing its definition sK = K/K
w with respect to time we obtain:
s˙K = sK (1− sK) (g − g∗) (4.17)
As we can see two kinds of steady state are possible: one in which the
rate of growth of capital is equalized across countries; the other in which the
manufacturing industries are allocated and grow in only one region. In any
case the value of a unit of capital is:
v =
∫ ∞
t=0
piie
−t(r+g)dt = − pii
r + g
e−t(r+g)
∣∣∣∣∞
0
=
pi
ρ+ g
6The cost-linked circular causality in case of mobile capital does not boosts investments
but only firms’ relocation
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in the north and:
v∗ =
pi∗
ρ+ g
in the south. Hence Tobin’s q is respectively in the two regions:
q =
v
F
=
AKwpi
ρ+ g
(4.18)
q∗ =
v∗
F
=
A∗Kwpi∗
ρ+ g
(4.19)
By monopolistic competition equilibrium operating profits are given by the
revenues divided by σ. Moreover profits are entirely absorbed by the fixed
cost of production (the rental rate of capital ) due to free entry. Thus firms’
profit maximization leads to the following expressions for north and south
firms’ profits (regardless the hypothesis on capital mobility):
pi =
αEw
σKw
[
sE
sn + (1− sn)φ +
φ (1− sE)
φsn + (1− sn)
]
=
Ew
σKw
B(sE, sn, φ) (4.20)
pi∗ =
αEw
σKw
[
sEφ
sn + (1− sn)φ +
1− sE
φsn + (1− sn)
]
=
Ew
σKw
B∗(sE, sn, φ) (4.21)
where we have that:
B(sE, sn, φ) =
[
sE
sn + (1− sn)φ +
φ (1− sE)
φsn + (1− sn)
]
B∗(sE, sn, φ) =
[
sEφ
sn + (1− sn)φ +
1− sE
φsn + (1− sn)
]
The expression for profits, similarly to the standard NEGG, depends on
sn and φ.
Let’s now assess the global stability of the system by the mean of an
informal approach7. Let’s take into consideration the expressions for the
Tobin’s q derived by substituting for the profits:
q = B(sE, sn, φ)
AEw
(ρ+ g)σ
q∗ = B∗(sE, sn, φ)
A∗Ew
(ρ+ g)σ
7A full formal stability analysis of the model will be proposed in the appendix
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Firms will decide to invest in the most-profitable region, i.e. in the region
where Tobin’s q is higher. Following Baldwin and Martin (2004) we then
consider the ratio of northern and southern Tobin’s q:
q
q∗
=
AB(sE, sn, φ)
A∗B∗(sE, sn, φ)
=
A
[
sE
sn+(1−sn)φ +
φ(1−sE)
φsn+(1−sn)
]
A∗
[
sEφ
sn+(1−sn)φ +
1−sE
φsn+(1−sn)
] = Ω(sE, sn, φ)
Starting from an equilibrium situation where Ω (sE, sn) = 1, an increase
(decrease) in Ω (sE, sn) will make investments in the north more profitable
and thus will lead to a production shifting in the north (south). Hence,
the symmetric equilibrium will be (globally) stable (and hence catastrophic
agglomeration will not occur) if a production shifting, say, in the north (∂sn >
0) will reduce Ω (sE, sn). By contrast, if Ω (sE, sn) will increase following an
increase in sn, then the symmetric equilibrium is (globally) unstable and
catastrophic agglomeration is a possible outcome. Summing up, we have
that
∂Ω (sE, sn, φ)
∂sn
∣∣∣∣
sn=sE=1/2
< 0⇒ the symmetric equilibrium is stable
∂Ω (sE, sn, φ)
∂sn
∣∣∣∣
sn=sE=1/2
> 0⇒ the symmetric equilibrium is unstable
4.3.1 Capital Mobility Case
Let’s now describe the impact of a firms relocation in case of capital mobility:
∂Ω (sE, sn, φ)
∂sn
∣∣∣∣
sn=sE=1/2
=
4
(1 + λ)
(1 + φ2)
(1 + φ)2
[
1− λ− (1− φ)
2
(1 + φ2)
]
< 0 (4.22)
The negative term in the right hand side of the equation is the market crowd-
ing effect and is a stabilizing effect. By contrast the positive term in the right
hand side is the localized spillovers effect and is a destabilizing effect. Is it
clear that the market crowding effect is stronger than the localized spillovers
effect for every value of freeness of trade, hence like in the benchmark model
there is no agglomeration in case of capital mobility.
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4.3.2 Capital Immobility Case
On the contrary in case of capital immobility:
∂Ω (sE , sK , φ)
∂sK
∣∣∣∣
sn=sE=1/2
= 2
(
1− φ
1 + φ
)(
2λρ
[(1 + λ)(L(1 + λ) + ρ)]
)
+
4
(1 + λ)
(
1 + φ2
)
(1 + φ)2
[
1− λ− (1− φ)
2
(1 + φ2)
]
(4.23)
The positive terms represent the demand-linked and the localized spillovers
effects (destabilizing forces). Instead the negative term is the market crowd-
ing effect (stabilizing effect). For a certain threshold in trade costs the desta-
bilizing effects are stronger than the stabilizing ones (i.e. equation (24) turns
positive) hence like in the benchmark there is agglomeration. This threshold
in transport costs is called break point and is equal to:
φbp =
L (1 + λ) + ρ−
√
(1− λ2) [L (1 + λ) + ρ]2 + λ2ρ2
λ [L (1 + λ) + 2ρ]
4.4 Growth
The section on growth is undoubtedly the core of our analysis. In the first
subsession we will assess the nominal growth rate of our model showing that
the nominal growth rate is the same in the two regions in both equilibria and
as in the standard NEGG framework. On the contrary, in the subsession as-
sessing the real growth rate, it will be shown how the adoption of intersectoral
knowledge spillovers between innovation and services allows the real growth
rates of the two regions to deviate in case of Core-Periphery equilibrium.
4.4.1 Nominal Growth
Let’s start by defining the labor market equilibrium. Workers can be occupied
either in the innovation sector, in manufacture, in services or in the T -sector.
In manufacture we have that the total expenditure in manufactural goods
should be equal to the value of production.
The total expenditure devoted to manufacture is αEw while the value of
production is given by the quantity of labor LM times the units of labor per
unit of output 1−1/σ times the wage rate that is normalized to 1. The total
work devoted to the Modern sector hence becomes:
LM =
σ − 1
σ
αEw (4.24)
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Similarly the total expenditure in the T-good βEw should be equal to the
value of production given by the units of labor required to produce a unit
of product multiplied by the wage rate (both normalized to 1) and by the
quantity of labor LT . Hence the total work devoted to the Traditional sector
is:
LT = βE
w (4.25)
By contrast in the Non-tradable sector we have two market clearing condi-
tions, one for each region. Hence the expenditure services in north and south
(respectively γE and γE∗) should be equal to the value of production given
by the units of labor required to produce a unit of product multiplied by
the wage rate (both normalized to 1) and by the respective quantity of labor
(LS and L
∗
S). So the market clearing conditions are respectively in north and
south:
γE = LS
γE∗ = L∗S
At the aggregate level:
LwS = LS + L
∗
S = γE
w (4.26)
Finally the total work devoted to Innovation is:
LI = FK˙
w =
g
A
(4.27)
where F = aI are the units of labor per units of output and K˙
w are the new
units of capital (i.e. new varieties) created.
Thus by summing up equations (24) to (27) we have the labor market
clearing condition:
2L =
g
A
+ Ew
(
σ − α
σ
)
(4.28)
Let’s now assess the growth rate. Optimizing consumers set their expendi-
ture at the permanent income hypothesis level in steady state. Hence they
gain a labor income plus ρ times their steady state wealth. Thus we have
respectively in the north and in the south:
E = L+ FK = L+
ρsK
A
(4.29)
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E∗ = L+ FK∗ = L+
ρ (1− sK)
A
(4.30)
Hence the world level expenditure becomes:
Ew = E + E∗ = 2L+
ρ
A
(4.31)
By substituting equation (31) in equation (28) we find the growth rate in the
interior equilibria:
g =
2ALα− ρ (σ − α)
σ
(4.32)
As we can appreciate in case of localized knowledge spillovers the rate of
nominal growth depends on the location of firms. Indeed the growth rate
changes between the symmetric and the Core-Periphery equilibrium. In the
symmetric equilibrium we have:
gsym =
(1 + λ)Lα− ρ (σ − α)
σ
(4.33)
By contrast in the core-periphery case:
gcp =
2Lα− ρ (σ − α)
σ
(4.34)
It is clear that the nominal growth rate is higher for both regions in case of
agglomeration. Hence the NEGG policy recommendation is that economic
integration is always desiderable.
4.4.2 Real Growth
In our model the nominal income level is analogous to the standard NEGG
one:
Y = L+ pisKK
w = L+
αEwA
σ
[
sE
(sK + (1− sK)φ) +
φ(1− sE)
(φsK + 1− sK)
]
(4.35)
Y ∗ = L+pi∗(1−sK)Kw = L+αE
wA∗
σ
[
φsE
(sK + (1− sK)φ) +
1− sE
(φsK + 1− sK)
]
(4.36)
Similarly the growth rates of nominal income are constant in steady state:
Y˙
Y
=
Y˙ ∗
Y ∗
= 0
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And also the difference in the nominal income level in the two regions in case
of agglomeration (e.g. in the north) is similar:
Y = L+
α
σ
Ew (4.37)
Y ∗ = L (4.38)
But let us now show that with intersectoral spillovers in core-periphery the
real growth rate diverges between the two regions. For doing that let’s con-
sider the price index of M-, T- and S-goods. The price index for the Modern
good (equations (15) and (16)) is:
PM = (sK + (1− sK)φ)
1
1−σ Kw
1
1−σ
P ∗M = (φsK + (1− sK))
1
1−σ Kw
1
1−σ
Instead the optimizing price for Services in north and south is:
pS = aS(K); p
∗
S = a
∗
S(K
∗) (4.39)
where aS(K) and a
∗
S(K
∗), the labor units requirements for northern and
southern firms, are negative function of the output of innovation. Finally we
have the normalized price for the Traditional good:
pT = p
∗
T = 1
Taking into account the agricultural and the services sector, the perfect price
index associated to the second stage Cobb-Douglas utility function is respec-
tively in north and south:
P = PαMp
β
Tp
γ
S;P
∗ = P ∗αM p
∗β
T p
∗γ
S (4.40)
The growth rate of prices for the Modern good is:
P˙M
PM
=
P˙ ∗M
P ∗M
=
1
1− σ
K˙w
Kw
= − g
σ − 1
The growth rate of prices for the Traditional good is:
p˙T
pT
=
p˙∗T
p∗T
= 0 (4.41)
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that is nil because the T-good is taken as numeraire. By contrast the growth
rate of prices for the Non-tradable good is:
p˙S
pS
=
a˙S(K)
aS(K)
=
∂aS(K)/∂K
aS(K)
K˙ = θ(K)
K˙
K
(4.42)
p˙∗S
p∗S
=
a˙∗S(K
∗)
a∗S(K∗)
=
∂a∗S(K
∗)/∂K∗
a∗S(K∗)
K˙∗ = θ∗(K∗)
K˙∗
K∗
(4.43)
As we can see the growth rate of prices for the Non-tradable good is given by
the growth rate of capital (K˙/K in the north and K˙∗/K∗ in the south) times
the elasticity of the productivity parameter (the labor units requirements)
with respect to the output of innovation in the two regions. Those elasticities,
θ(K) and θ∗(K∗), are negative as:
∂aS(K)
∂K
< 0
∂a∗S(K
∗)
∂K∗
< 0
Hence an increase in the output of innovation (knowledge capital) determines
a decrease in the price growth rate of the Non-tradable goods. Finally, by
substituting the growth rates of agriculture (that is nil), manufacture and ser-
vices in the perfect price index associated to the second stage Cobb-Douglas
the growth rate of prices in the two regions becomes:
P˙
P
= − αg
σ − 1 + γθ(K)
K˙
K
(4.44)
P˙ ∗
P ∗
= − αg
σ − 1 + γθ
∗(K∗)
K˙∗
K∗
(4.45)
Hence the real income growth rate is:
ϕ(K) =
Y˙
Y
− P˙
P
=
αg
σ − 1 − γθ(K)
K˙
K
(4.46)
ϕ∗(K∗) =
Y˙ ∗
Y ∗
− P˙
∗
P ∗
=
αg
σ − 1 − γθ
∗(K∗)
K˙∗
K∗
(4.47)
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The gap in the real growth rate between the two regions is given by the
difference in the price growth rate of the services sector and the growth rate
of innovation:
ϕ(K)− ϕ∗(K∗)⇐⇒ γθ∗(K∗)K˙
∗
K∗
− γθ(K)K˙
K
(4.48)
Thus we have a positive steady state real growth differential if:
θ∗(K∗)
K˙∗
K∗
> θ(K)
K˙
K
⇒ ϕ(K) > ϕ∗(K∗) (4.49)
Let’s see now what happens in different equilibria. In interior equilibrium
both regions invest ( K˙
∗
K∗ =
K˙
K
= g) hence the real income growth is the same:
θ∗(K∗)g = θ(K)g ⇒ ϕ(K) = ϕ∗(K∗) (4.50)
Instead in case of agglomeration in the north we have:
θ∗(K∗)
K˙∗
K∗
= 0; θ(K)
K˙
K
= θ(K)g < 0⇒ ϕ(K) > ϕ∗(K∗) (4.51)
As we can see K∗ does no longer grow because innovation is completely
vanished in the south thus the price growth of services is nil. By contrast
in north, where innovation is clustered, the price growth rate of services is
θ(K)g. Due to this fact, the real income growth diverges between the two
regions. In particular the real income growth diverges as soon as innovation
and manufacture are unequally distribuited (i.e. sn 6= 1/2).
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4.5 Optimal Agglomeration Levels
In this section we will discuss the optimal level of agglomeration at aggregate
and at regional level. We will first assess the effect of agglomeration on the
real aggregate growth rate, afterward we will show the real growth rate at
regional level. By equations (32) and (46) we can explicit the real growth
rate in the north:
ϕ (sn, K) =
(2αL (sn + λ (1− sn))− ρ (σ − α)) (α− γθ(K) (σ − 1))
σ (σ − 1) (4.52)
In the same way, by symmetry and equation (47) we have for the south:
ϕ∗ (sn, K∗) =
(2αL (λsn + 1− sn)− ρ (σ − α)) (α− γθ∗(K∗) (σ − 1))
σ (σ − 1) (4.53)
The aggregate growth is just the average of the growth rate in the two regions:
Θ(sn, K,K
∗) =
(2αL (sn + λ (1− sn))− ρ (σ − α)) (2α− γθ(K) (σ − 1)− (σ − 1) γθ∗(K∗))
2σ (σ − 1)
(4.54)
In the symmetric equilibrium K = K∗ = Ksym hence sn = 1/2 , i.e. the
initial distribution of knowledge capital across the regions is equal. Moreover
g = g∗, hence the knowledge capital is growing in both regions (θ(K) =
θ∗(K∗) = θ(Ksym)). So the aggregate real growth rate is:
Θ (1/2, Ksym) =
(αL (1 + λ)− ρ (σ − α)) (2α− γθ(K) (σ − 1)− (σ − 1) γθ∗(K∗))
2σ (σ − 1)
By contrast in the core-periphery equilibrium we have that K = Kcp and
K∗ = K¯sym hence sn = 1. Moreover there is innovation only in the north
(θ(Kcp) = θ(K); θ
∗(K∗) = 0). Then the aggregate real growth rate is:
Θ(1, Kcp) =
(2αL− ρ (σ − α)) (2α− γθ(Kcp) (σ − 1))
2σ (σ − 1)
Agglomeration is growth enhancing at aggregate level if:
|θ(Kcp)| ≥ |θ(K) + θ∗(K∗)| =⇒ Θ(1, Kcp) > Θ
(
1/2, K¯sym
)
(4.55)
i.e. if the dynamic loss of periphery due in the service sector price index
decrease has been at least counterbalanced by the dynamic gains of the core.
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So, at aggregate level both regions gain from agglomeration, but at re-
gional level it may not be the case. The north has two dynamical gains from
agglomeration. The northern real growth rate in symmetry is:
ϕ (1/2, Ksym) =
(αL (1 + λ)− ρ (σ − α)) (α− γθ(K) (σ − 1))
σ (σ − 1)
Instead in core-periphery the northern real growth rate is:
ϕ(1, Kw) =
(2αL− ρ (σ − α)) (α− γθ(Kw) (σ − 1))
σ (σ − 1)
Clearly the real growth rate of the north is higher in core-periphery:
ϕ(1, Kw) > ϕ (1/2, Ksym) (4.56)
On the contrary the periphery may loose from agglomeration. In fact the
southern real growth rate in symmetry is:
ϕ∗ (1/2, Ksym) =
(αL (1 + λ)− ρ (σ − α)) (α− (σ − 1) γθ∗(K∗))
σ (σ − 1)
Whilst in core periphery the real growth rate becomes:
ϕ∗(1, K¯sym) =
(2αL− ρ (σ − α))α
σ (σ − 1)
Hence agglomeration is welfare harming for the south if:
λ >
α2L+ (αL− ρ (σ − α)) (σ − 1) γθ∗(Ksym)
αL (α− (σ − 1) γθ∗(Ksym)) =⇒ ϕ
∗ (1/2, Ksym) > ϕ∗
(
1, K¯sym
)
(4.57)
That is inside ranges (remember that must be 0 < λ < 1) if:
L <
ρ (σ − α)
2α
The result shown in equation (57) is due to the fact that if spillovers are
less localized (λ higher) the firms’ location is less important therefore the
difference in growth between core-periphery and symmetry (i.e. the dynamic
gain from agglomeration) is lower.
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For what concerns the interior asymmetric equilibria (i.e. where sn 6=
1/2), the growth rate of manufacture, that unfortunately is not possible to
assess analytically, is the same in both regions. Remember indeed that in
our model the only possible equilibria are sn = 1, sn = 0 or g = g
∗. However,
we can argue that in our framework while the nominal rate of growth must
be equal across regions, this is not the case for the real growth rate. Indeed
each asymmetric distribution of capital will lead the growth price of services
to diverge across the two regions. Hence the agglomerating region will enjoy
a higher real growth rate as soon as sn 6= 1/2.
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4.6 Conclusions
In presence of intertemporal localized knowledge spillovers in innovation, ac-
cording to standard NEGG policy makers face a trade off between equity
and efficiency. If the industrial pattern is scattered, the equity is satisfied
but the nominal and real growth is minimized. By contrast if industry and
innovation are clustered the nominal and real growth rate are maximized,
benefiting both the core and the periphery. This dynamic gain counterbal-
ances (and being dynamic, at some point overcomes) the static loss suffered
by the south due to the trade costs on varieties that have to be imported
from the north. Hence agglomeration is undoubtedly welfare enhancing for
both regions. In this chapter, by introducing intersectoral localized knowl-
edge spillovers between innovation and the newly added services sector, we
show that the outcome is more puzzling. Assuming a core-periphery in the
north pattern, we have different effects for the two regions. The north would
be better off enjoying two dynamic gains: the first one is an increase in the
nominal growth rate of manufacture due to the localized knowledge spillovers;
the second one is a decrease in the growth rate of services price due to the
intersectoral knowledge spillovers. Instead the south would experience two
opposite effects: a dynamical gain given by the increase in the nominal growth
rate of manufacture (that is imported from the north) due to the localized
knowledge spillovers; and a dynamical loss due to the fact that southern cap-
ital does not grow anymore hence the services price is fixed (no intersectoral
spillovers). Assuming that the dynamical loss of the south is counterbalanced
by the dynamical gain in the services for the north we have that agglomer-
ation is welfare enhancing at aggregate level. But if we consider the south
alone we have that the real growth rate in the symmetric equilibrium can
be higher than in the core-periphery equilibrium if the dynamic loss in the
services sector overcomes the dynamic gain in manufacture. This conclusion
clashes with the standard NEGG stating that in agglomeration both core
and periphery enjoy the same dynamical gains.
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4.7 Appendix A
Let’s compute the law of motion for expenditure in the north. We start from
the expression for the capital replacement cost in the north:
F = waI =
1
AKw
=
1
(K + λK∗)
By time differentiation we have:
F˙ = − K˙ + λK˙
∗
(K + λK∗)2
Now, using equations (1) and (4):
K˙ =
LIA
sK
K
K˙∗ =
L∗IA
∗
1− sKK
∗
Substituting in the expression for F˙ we obtain:
F˙ = − 1
(K + λK∗)2
(
LIA
sK
K +
λL∗IA
∗
1− sKK
∗
)
= − K
w
(K + λK∗)2
(LIA+ λL
∗
IA
∗)
As we know labour in the I-sector is equal to the value of investments (i.e.
income minus expenditure) so it is given respectively in each region by:
LIA = LA+ piKA− EA = LA+ E
w
σ
BsKA− EA
L∗IA
∗ = LA∗ +
Ew
σ
B∗ (1− sK)A∗ − E∗A∗
Moreover we know that:
A = sK + λ (1− sK) = K + λK
∗
Kw
A∗ = λsK + (1− sK) = λK +K
∗
Kw
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Thus we can write:
F˙
F
= −L (1 + λ) (λK +K
∗)
(K + λK∗)
+λE∗
(λK +K∗)
(K + λK∗)
+E−E
w
σ
(
BsK − λB∗ (1− sK) (λK +K
∗)
(K + λK∗)
)
By substituting this last expression first in the no-arbitrage condition (equa-
tion (11)) and then in the Euler equation (equation (10))we finally have:
E˙
E
=
Ew
σ
(
AB −BsK − λB∗ (1− sK) (λK +K
∗)
(K + λK∗)
)
−L
(
1 + λ
(λK +K∗)
(K + λK∗)
)
+λE∗
(λK +K∗)
(K + λK∗)
+E−ρ
The expression for the south is symmetric:
E˙∗
E∗
=
Ew
σ
(
A∗B∗ − λB∗ (1− sK)−BsK (λK +K
∗)
(K + λK∗)
)
−L
(
1 + λ
(λK +K∗)
(K + λK∗)
)
+λE∗
(λK +K∗)
(K + λK∗)
+E−ρ
Concerning the law of motion of the capital location, from equation (17):
s˙K = sK (1− sK) (g − g∗)
We then substitute equations (1) to (4) in order to find:
s˙K = sK (1− sK)
(
LIaI
sK
− L
∗
Ia
∗
I
1− sK
)
Given the expressions for labour in the I-sector:
LI = L+ piK − E = L+ E
w
σ
BsK − E
L∗I = LA
∗ +
Ew
σ
B∗ (1− sK)− E∗
We finally find:
s˙K =
(
(1− sK)
(
L+
Ew
σ
BsK − E
)
A− sK
(
L+
Ew
σ
B∗ (1− sK)− E∗
)
A∗
)
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4.8 Appendix B
The dynamic of our model is described by three differential equations. Indeed
we have two Euler equations (one for each region) representing the evolution
of expenditure and another equation representing the evolution of capital
location:
E˙
E
=
Ew
σ
(
AB −BsK − λB∗ (1− sK) (λK +K
∗)
(K + λK∗)
)
−L
(
1 + λ
(λK +K∗)
(K + λK∗)
)
+λE∗
(λK +K∗)
(K + λK∗)
+E−ρ
E˙∗
E∗
=
Ew
σ
(
A∗B∗ − λB∗ (1− sK)−BsK (λK +K
∗)
(K + λK∗)
)
−L
(
1 + λ
(λK +K∗)
(K + λK∗)
)
+λE∗
(λK +K∗)
(K + λK∗)
+E−ρ
s˙K =
(
(1− sK)
(
L+
Ew
σ
BsK − E
)
A− sK
(
L+
Ew
σ
B∗ (1− sK)− E∗
)
A∗
)
Let’s now assess the local stability of the system. By applying the
Hartman-Grobman theorem we linearize the system around the two steady
states (symmetric and core-periphery equilibria). The Jacobian matrix for
the symmetric equilibrium is:
Jsym =
 δλΛ + 1 λ− δλΛ 4λEδ (Π− Λ2)1− δλΛ λ+ δλΛ 4λEδ (Λ2 − Π)
(δΛ− 1) (1+λ
4
)
(1− δΛ) (1+λ
4
)
2Eδξ + λρ

The Jacobian matrix for the core-periphery equilibrium is:
Jcp =
 1 1 δΨδ (φ− 1) + 1 δ (1−φφ )+ 1 −δΨ
0 1 δΨ+ ρ

Where for the sake of simplicity we have defined:
Ψ =
[
E (φ− 1) + E
∗ (1− φ)
φ
]
ξ =
[
2φ− λ− λφ2
(1 + φ)2
]
Λ =
(1− φ)
(1 + φ)
Π =
(1− λ)
(1 + λ)
δ =
α
σ
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Conclusions
The aim of this work is to deepen the analysis and to test the theoretical
robustness of some of the more relevant statements of the New Economic
Geography and Growth literature. We do that in the third chapter by in-
troducing a CES utility function in the second-stage optimization problem,
hence allowing for the expenditure shares in industrial goods to be endoge-
nously determined; and in the fourth chapter, by assuming intersectoral and
localized knowledge spillovers from the innovation sector to the service sec-
tor, hence showing that firms allocation affects regional real growth. These
analytical departures from the standard NEG theory have several important
implications from the dynamic pattern of equilibrium allocation of economic
activities, the equilibrium growth perspectives and the policy recommenda-
tion.
From the equilibrium allocation of economic activities point of view, the
introduction of endogenous expenditure shares in manifacture sheds light on
a new force that we name as substitution effect. This force fosters agglom-
eration if the traditional and the modern commodities are good substitutes.
In this case the core-periphery pattern is reached for lower degrees of market
integration, and for some values of parameters it is reached whatever the level
of trade costs. By contrast if the traditional and the modern commodities
are poor substitutes agglomeration is reached for higher degrees of market
integration.
From the equilibrium growth point of view the introduction of endoge-
nous expenditure shares brings to the fact that even in absence of localised
spillovers growth depends on the location of industry and on the degree of
economic integration. In particular if manufacture and agriculture are good
substitutes integration is growth enhancing. Otherwise if manufacture and
agriculture are poor substitutes integration is growth harming: in this case,
unlike the benchmark model, integration is welfare decreasing.
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Also the introduction of intersectoral spillovers has important conse-
quences on the equilibrium growth point of view. Indeed with intersectoral
spillovers is possible to have different real growth rates between the two re-
gions. In this case the workers remaining in the region where there is no
longer manufacture/innovation face two negative welfare effects: a static loss
due to the increase in trade costs paid on the manufacture varieties that have
to be imported (present even in the standard case); a negative dynamic effect
due to the fact that the real income growth is lower. Hence the growth dif-
ferential led by agglomeration worsens the static loss suffered by the loosing
region thus from a welfare point of view integration might be detrimental.
Turning to the policy implication of our work, a first recommendation we
give is that policy makers should not blindly rely on standard NEGG models
considered their intrinsecal analytical weakness. One example is the result
stating that in case of localized intertemporal spillovers in innovation agglom-
eration is growth enhancing at a global level. As we have shown, in case of
poor substitutability between the traditional and the modernd good or inter-
sectoral spillovers between innovation and sector producing a non-tradable
good agglomeration can be growth detrimental. A second recommendation
we give is that policy makers should take into consideration the roles of the
elasticity of substitution between the traditional and the innovative goods as
well as the presence of intersectoral localized knowledge spillovers from the
innovation sector to non-tradable sectors settled in the same region. At the
best of our knowledge, these crucial elements have been neglected both from
a theoretical and an empirical point of view.
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